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Introduction 

jiitiratra maltiisarpa manu~yatve mahiimate 

samkariit sarvavariJiiniim du~parJk~yeti me matil! 1 
-

[0 great snake of great wisdom, due to the inter-mixture of the var7Jas it is 

almost impossible to decide thejati to which a man belongs; thus is my view.] 

When Nahu~a, in the form of a 

snake, asked Yudhi~thira about the means to mark out one's var7Ja, 

Yudhi~thira had the above answer for him. The aspects of var7Ja and 

var7Jasarhkara are so murky that it is very difficult, even for Yudhi~thira the 

champion of dharma, to figure it out. It is interesting that Yudhi~thira sites 

var7Jasmhkara or mixture of var7Jas, as the factor responsible for ascertaining 

the vanJa of an individual. The above statement by Yudhi~thira shows that 

var7Jasmhkara as a social phenomenon was very much prevalent during the 

time of composition of the text of the Mahabharata; so much so, that it made 

the rigid boundary of the four var7Jas flexible to a great extent. 

1 Mahabharata, (ed.) Y.S.Sukthankar et al., B.O.R.I., Poona, 1933-59., 3.177.26. This is the 

critical edition. I shall henceforth refer to this text as Mbh. 



Introduction 

The present work is an attempt to 

discuss the reflection of the society in the prescriptive as well as in popular 

literature by studying the phenomenon of vanJasarhkara, both in its theoretical 

form and in its representation in a literary text. For the prescriptive literature, it 

can be said that they do not always give out the real social picture. They only 

suggest 'what should be done' and not 'what was done'. To find that out I have 

taken the example of the text ofthe Mahtibhtirata. 
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Introduction 

Overview of the Historiography: 

Not much work has been done on 

the concept of vanJasamkara, unlike the concept of vanJa. However, it can be 

said that both the concepts are interconnected. To discuss the works done so 

far on the varlJasarhkaras, it is necessary to have a good understanding of the 

concept of varl]a and its implications for the society. It can be said that this 

particular concept not only divided the society into different varlJa groups, but 

also gave it a mosaic identity. The concept of varlJa brought to the society a 

theory which gradually became one of the major preconditions of the 

brahmanical order. With the passage of time, the concept of var1Jmwmkara 

arose as a more complex outcome of the above theory. This is why the study of 

the concept of varlJa is seen as a prerequisite for any study on the 

varlJasarhkaras. In the historiographic field also we see the works on varl]a 

e:lsily outnumber the works on varlJa.mrhkaras, with Vivekanand Jha2 as one 

of the exceptions, whom we shall discuss later. 

2 Vivekanand Jha can be seen as one of the few writers to pay attention to the group of 

varl]asmitkaras in society in general. His study of the smrti texts is a great source of 

information about the varl]asaritkaras. His major works include: "Yaroasamkara in the 

Dharmasiltras: theory and practice", Journal of Economic and Social History of the Orient, 

3 



Introduction 

One of the early works on the 

concept of varna is by Richard Fick3
. In the above essay, Richard Fick tries to 

look at the position of the oppressed groups in the north-eastern parts of 

present day India during the time of Buddha (c. 600 B.C.). However, a few 

doubts remain. In the essay, the north-east region of India is completely 

ignored. Secondly, the Jiitakas were composed much after Buddha's death, and 

thus do not correspond to 'Buddha's time'. Hence the title is quite misleading. 

The author's effort can be termed as an overview of the oppressed castes in 

ancient India, though the concept of vama, as viewed by Richard Fick, is not 

very clear. 

Often the varl}a system is blamed 

for being the backbone of the system of slavery in ancient India. 

D.R.Chanana's article on the theme4 is an important contribution. However, 

there are certain loopholes in his argument. First of all, his chronology does not 

1970, and, "Stages in the history of untouchables", Indian Historical Review, 1974, also 

published in, Aloka Parasher Sen (ed.), Subordinate and marginal groups in early India, 

Oxford University Press, New Delhi, 2004, pp. 157. 
3 Fick, Richard. "The Despised Castes: North-East India in Buddha's Time··. in A.P.Sen (ed.), 

Subordinate and marginal groups in early India, Oxford University Press. New Delhi, 2004, 

pp. 83. 
4 Chanana, Dev Raj. Slavery in Ancient India: As Depicted in Pali and Sanskrit Texts, in A. P. 

Sen ed. Subordinate and Marginal Groups in Early India; Oxford University Press, Delhi, 

2004, pp. 96. 
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Introduction 

follow the current consensus5
• There is little discussion on the van:w structure 

and he entirely relies on the Buddhist sources6
• 

The relationship between van}a 

and jati is a complex one. One of the earliest works to deal with this 

relationship in an ethnographic context is, The Structure of Hindu Society, by 

As the title of the book suggests, 

it studies the present structure of the Hindu society and looks for its roots. 

Andre Beteille, the translator of the volume, has divided the work into three 

sections 8
• The first part consists of a kind of anthropological, ethnological 

study of the tribal communities of eastern India. The second part of his study 

looks for the roots of the theory and practice of Hindu social life in the 

5 Chanana places the epics before the Buddha-Kautilya period: 

"It is interesting to note that in all these definitions or explanations of the 

word dasa, there is never any mention of the Vedic distinction between the 

dasa and arya and there is no mention of the dasas being the progeny of a 

people who had been vanquished at an earlier epoch. The ethnic distinction 

already absent in the epics does not reappear and one can observe a complete 

mixing up of the populations, giving rise to the disappearance of all cultural 

and ethnic differences." (Underlines mine). Ibid, pp. I 09. 
6 He ignores the epics. the Puriif}as and other smrti texts. 
7 Bose, N.K. The Structure of Hindu Society (tr.) Andre Beteille, Orient Longman, New Delhi, 

1975. 
8 Bose, N.K. Op. Cit., pp. 2-3. 
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Introduction 

classical texts. The third part deals with the social history of the Hindus and the 

disjunctions and the continuities over time. 

Another important work in this 

genre, though more sociologically oriented, is by Irawati Karve9
. The above 

monograph by Irawati Karve studies the Hindu society in its present form and 

explains the nature of its evolution. She is dissatisfied with the notion of 

var1}asrama being equivalent to the complex phenomenon of caste and points 

out that jati is a totally different notion from that of var1}a, and it denotes a 

more identifiable range of social groups. 

She has discussed at length the 

account of caste structure as given in the text of Manusmrti. She argues that, 

Manu was probably listing the prevalent castes rather than establishing a new 

system. However, Karve's emphasis is on the largely flexible nature of the 

Brahmanical system which runs contrary to injunctions of the prescriptive 

texts, such as the Manusmrti. To quote her, 

"the van:za system, which appears so inflexible, itself is surprisingly flexible, 

because while the words denoting the five orders remained the same, the 

castes included in them changed"
10

. 

This flexibility allowed the new entrants to find a place in the system. 

9 Karve, lrawati. Hindu society- an interpretation, Deshmukh Prakashan, Poona, 1961. 
10 Ibid, pp. vi. 
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· Introduction 

The notion of varf}a has been 

explained by different authors in different ways. R.S.Sharma, m his 

monograph, Material Culture and Social Formations in Ancient India 11
, has 

studied the forms of social organisation in early India from a materialistic point 

of view. Sharma questions the view that var!Ja relates to the concept of status 

and not class. According to him, varf}a should be looked at from the point of 

view of management of production and the sharing of surplus12
. For instance 

he says that the tribal notions of impurity, connected with events of death or 

menstruation, were not directly responsible for the origin of untouchability13
• It 

happened only when manual work was separated from intellectual, religious 

and administrative work. The upper varf}as wanted to keep themselves 

separated from the primary producers by creating as well as refining the rituals 

of purity and impurity and devising a mechanism of social barriers. 

Sharma, while discussing the ~g 

vedic period, defines the var!Ja- system as, 

"A social mechanism created in response to a mode of production in which 

the upper classes in the form of priests and noble- warriors act as managers 

of production and collectors of the surplus produce and the lower classes 

11 Sharma, R.S. Material culture and social formations in ancient India, Macmillan, Delhi, 
1983. 
12 Sharma, R.S. Op. Cit., pp. 4. 
13 Ibid, pp. 7. 
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Introduction 

such as peasants, artisans and agricultural labourers, free and unfree, carry 

on the primary work ofproduction".
14 

Based on the above definition, he argues that the caste-system was absent in 

the Rg vedic society. Neither the briihmaiJas nor the lcyatriyas enjoyed tribute 

or a share of production merely on account of their social or variJa identity. 

The briihmava received tributes in return for their priestly functions. Though 

large tributes and special privileges went to the lcyatriya chief, this was a 

continuation of the tribal practice 15
• 

In a later phase, by c.500 B.C., 

large scale use of iron detached the producing masses from those of the priests 

and warriors. The producing masses were burdened with social and economic 

obligations imposed by the militio-administrative body which now followed a 

well defined van.w system 16
• Brahmanical ideology gave this system its legal 

and religious sanction. The peasants and labourers were excluded from share in 

surplus and to ensure this the functions of each varfJa were defined. 17 

To substantiate his argument 

Sharma has referred to the incident of Sambuka, mentioned in the RiimiiyatJa. 

This Siidra was killed by Rama, for he dared to practice asceticism, which was 

14 Ibid, pp. 49. 
15 Ibid, pp. 50. 
16 Ibid, pp. 85. 
17 Ibid. pp. I 08. 
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Introduction 

set aside as a privilege of the upper var1JaS only. Sharma shows that the 

Ramaya1Ja depicts a rigidly hierarchised society 18 
, based on var1Ja 

differentiation. However, Sharma describes the Mahiibhiirata as showing signs 

of coexistence of two types of society, a tribal and a vanJa divided one 19
. 

Sharma concludes that a double burden was placed on the peasant community 

(vaisyas), who had to support both the princes and the priests20
. 

In another landmark work 21 
, 

Sharma has focussed fully on a particular varY}a, the sudra. Here he studies the 

changes in the social treatment of his subject over time. 

Sharma argues that in the earlier 

portions of the R.g Veda, there was no trace of sharp class divisions and he 

connects this to the PurfiY}ic speculation of there being no varY}a division until 

the coming of the Treta yuga22
. He also says that no sign of contempt for 

manual work can be found here, as he mentions that some manual works were 

pursued even by the iiryas23
. Sharma further states: 

18 Ibid, pp. 135. 
19 Ibid, pp. 140. 
20 Ibid, pp. 141. 

"Although the word var!Ja is applied to the Aryan and Dasa in the /?.g Veda, 

it does not indicate any division of labour, which became the ba~is of the 

21 Sharma, R.S. Sudras in Ancient India, Motilal Banarsidass, znd edition, Delhi, 1958. 
22 - • 

Ibtd, pp. 26-27. 
23 Ibid. pp. 28. 
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Introduction 

broad social classes of later times. Arya and Diisa-varnas represent two large 

tribal groups, which were in the process of disintegration into social 

classes. "
24 

Another question that remams IS 

whether the dtisas formed the fourth varl'}a or the siidras were formed from 

within the liryas. According to Sharma, some liryas performed manual labour 

along with the dli.sas. Eventually both these groups were incorporated within 

the fourth varl'}a25
• This conclusion is derived from the puru!jasukta in the E.g 

Veda. This story of the origin of the vamas suggests the lirya identity of the 

sudras. 

What follows in the book is a 

meticulous study of the siidras in ancient India and the social treatment meted 

out to them in a chronological sequence. Sharma shows that the sudras were 

gradually excluded from participating in the various Brahmanical rituals. Even 

the Buddhist period did not do much a difference to their lot. According to 

Sharma, the condition of the sudras remained the same and the varl'}a identity 

of social groups was still very important in the Buddhist period. However, 

Sharma agrees that the Buddhist texts do not give us as much detail on the 

position of the siidras as the Brahmanical texts do26
. 

24 Ibid. 
25 Ibid, pp. 28. 
26 Sharma; Ibid- pp. 87-88. 
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Sharma also discusses in detail 

the subject of the varlJasmhkaras in society. He argues that even within the 

var1]asarhkaras there existed a sense of hierarchy. A var!Jasarhkara with siidra 

blood in him/her was considered lower the varlJasarhkara without ie7 and it 

was considered even lower to have a siidra father than a siidra mother28
. 

Sharma has used his 

understanding of the varlJa structure, to suggest a few hypothesises. This is 

clearly visible in his work, Indian Feudalism29
. Following economic reasons, 

the practice of land grant to the briihmm:tas resulted in a great agrarian 

expansion in the rural sector. The need for more agricultural labourers was 

complemented by the gradual transformation of the siidras into peasants. 

Through brahmanisation and acculturation of the tribal people Sharma shows 

how feudalism worked as an integrative factor in society of the countrl0
. 

Thus, after we have seen the 

usage and explanation of the aspect of var1]a by various scholars, let us now 

see how the aspect of varlJasarhkara has been dealt with by the historians. 

27 Ibid. pp. 128. 
28 Ibid, pp. 118. 
29 

Sharma, R.S. Indian Feudalism, 2"ct ed. Macmillan, Delhi, 1980. (I" ed. 1965). 
30 Ibid. pp. 223. 
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Introduction 

Suvira Jaiswal's work31 is a study 

of the caste system. In her discussion of the R.g Vedic social organisation, 

Jaiswal found that the society had only two varYJas; arya and dasa32
. The R.g 

Vedic society, according to Jaiswal, was stratified into economic groups, 

which later took the shape of social groups and became the basis of 

Her treatment of the Buddhist 

sources is primarily limited to the various applications of the term grhapati or 

gahapatP4
. Jaiswal conceives this category as belonging to the vaisya vanJa35 

in view of the fact that the Buddhist texts refer to the group of gahapatis as one 

of the four varYJaS. However, after a discussion of the socio-economic 

implications of the term36
, Jaiswal rightly concludes that the gahapatis might 

not have been any caste group at all, but an economic class with a social 

identity. 

The most striking point of her 

work from our point of view is her attempt to present the van.wsarhkara as the 

31 Jaiswal, Suvira. Caste, Manohar Pub., New Delhi, 1998. 
32 Ibid, pp. 146. 
33 Ibid. pp. 169. 

34 Ibid. pp. 205. 

35 Ibid. pp. 206. 
36 Ibid, pp. 207-211. 
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Introduction 

maJor factor responsible for the integration of the var!Ja order into the 

numerous joti orders. She argues that the concept of varf}asarhkara was always 

connected with the type of occupation. To quote her, 

"In the eyes of the orthodox brahmal}a all those who were outside or at the 

margin of brahmanical society could be none other than sudras, for the varl}a 

system was a universal concept defining not only human but also the divine 

and vegetational worlds. Yet widely divergent social, economic and cultural 

levels of assimilating groups and material expediencies led to the invention 

of the concepts of vriitya and van;asarhkara, that is, formation of separate 

castes due to non-performance of the sacred duty or because of the mixed 

marriages of original founder couples; and these theoretical devices were 

highly successful in extending the varl}a system into the jiiti system. These 

explanations also led to a dilution or modification of the varl}a concepts and 

we have shown how the notions of 'vaisya' and 'sudra' acquired new 

meanings in the changed material conditions, which favoured a shift from 

the relative purity of function to relative purity of birth implied in the 

transition from varl}a tojiiti."31 

Lastly let us look at the work 

which is considered as the most important for the study of van.wsarhkara. This 

is the article by Vivekanand Jha called, "Vart)asamkara in the dharma siitras: 

37 Ibid. pp. 14. 
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Introduction 

theory and practice"38
. It is probably the only complete survey of the different 

van]asmhkara groups named in the various dharma sutras. This is a 

theoretical study of the varr;asarilkaras, based upon the sutra texts. There 

exists a considerable amount of mismatch between the different dharma sutras 

regarding the characteristics, naming, identity, origin and prescribed 

occupation of the various varr;asarilkara groups. To deal with this, Jha has 

produced an excellent comparative analysis of the said groups as found in 

various dharma siitras. 

He has put a great deal of 

emphasis on the anuloma and pratiloma types of unions. He found that almost 

all the dharma sutras unequivocally discourage the pratiloma type of union39
. 

Many even sought to make them entirely forbidden. Interestingly, his study 

shows that even amongst the pratilomas, any trace of siidra blood would 

degrade the social position of the varr;asarilkara to an even lower category. Jha 

has discussed several hypothesises regarding the degeneration of the pratiloma 

sons. He ultimately upheld the theory ofthe 'impact of the patrilineal invaders 

38 Jha, V.N. "Varl}asamkara in the dharma siltras: theory and practice", JESHO, 1970. 

39 Ibid. pp. 274. 
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on an indigenous matrilineal population' 40
. His concluding remark m this 

regard is: 

"The exact causes of the difference between the position of sons of a 

matrilineal father and a patrilineal mother on the one hand and that of sons of 

a patrilineal father and a matrilineal mother on the other would, however, be 

forgotten when both societies adopted the patrilineal system. "41 

But why did the group of 

varl]asarhkaras at all emerge as a different category in the brahmanical 

society? Jha answers this question from the realm of 'speculative theorizing'42
. 

Later, he dismisses the theory of the origin of the vamasarhkaras from illicit 

unions only: 

40 Ibid, pp. 275. 
41 Ibid. pp. 276. 
42 Ibid. pp. 277. 

"It is difficult to see how a whole people could be the outcome of illicit 

unions between brahmal}a women and sudra males. Moreover, it would seem 

unwise to imagine so much brahmal}a blood in the veins of these hated and 

backward aboriginals. On the other hand, the theory of van}asmhkara, 
• 

implying the brahmal}a's deep concern for preserving the purity of Aryan 

blood, may have been an afterthought and implicitly based on the known 

reality about sections of the population like the car;cjii/as. This hypothesis 

becomes more plausible when we note that there appear to have been 

15 



Introduction 

caw/tilas 'by works as well as by birth', and both permanent and temporary 

outcastes in the Dharma Siitras."43 
· 

However, there ts one problem 

with this understanding which is pointed out by Jha himself. If the 

varl}asarhkaras were named following occupational groups, how come the 

otherwise detailed, dharma siltras do not catalogue their occupations? Jha has 

expressed his surprise at this44
. 

Following the above problem, Jha 

concludes his essay by tracing the three kinds of people who combined to 

produce the different varl}asarhkara groups. They are-

(1) Jess assimilated backward aboriginals, 

(2) degraded artisans, and 

(3) groups which, through infringement of caste rules or 

otherwise, had lost their 'Aryan' status45
. 

Now that we have had a brief 

look at the major works on the topics of varl}a and varl}asmizkara, we see that 

the concept of varl}asarhkara has not received full attention of scholars except 

Vivekanand Jha. One should also acknowledge the contribution of Suvira 

43 Ibid. pp. 282. 
44 Ibid. pp. 280. 
45 Ibid, pp. 287. 
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Jaiswal and her discussion of the vanJa-jati structure as the factor responsible 

for the creation of the varl]asamkaras. 

Like the works on vanJa, the 

works on the Mahabharata are also numerous, though very few are helpful for 

the requirements of our study. I have looked at a series of works, both in 

English and in Bengali, on the Mahabharata. 

Buddhadeb Basu's Mahabharater 

Katha46 looks at the epic from a completely new angle. It views the character 

of Yudhi~thira as the protagonist of the text. The role of Yudhi~thira is 

revisited by the author and he tries to look at the text from Yudhi~thira's point 

of view. Similarly, Irawati Karve's47 work looks at the epic from the point of 

view of a set of characters. She has analysed the characters of Bhi~ma, 

Gandhari, Kunti, Vidura, Draupadi, DrOJ:ta, Kama and Kr~IJa. In the section on 

Vidura, which is central to our concern, she propounds the theory that Vidura 

was the real father ofYudhi~thira. 

Sullivan's work48 on the character 

of Vyasa can be termed as an excellent specialised work on a particular 

character. Sullivan discusses this character at length and portrays him as the 

46 Basu, Buddhadeb. Mahabharater Katha, M.C.Sircar & Sons Pvt. Ltd., Calcutta, 1974. 

(Bengali). 
47 Karve, I. Yuganta, Disha Books, Mumbai, 1991. 
48 Sullivan, B.M. The Seer of the Fifth Veda, Motilal Banarsidass, Delhi, 1999. 
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very symbol of the brahmanical orthodoxy. Through his discussion of Vyasa 

Sullivan shows how the Mahiibhiirata attempted to legitimise Brahmanism and 

give it divine sanction. Vyasa, he shows, bears a striking resemblance to the 

god, Brahma, and the fact that Vyasa was the 'author' of the text only helped 

the above cause. 

On the other hand, K.C.Mishra's 

work49 on the various tribes mentioned in the text of the Mahiibhiirata, can be 

said as an excellent collection of data from the text. Mishra has also looked at 

the social conditions prevailing at the tome of the composition of the epic. 

49 
Mishra, K.C. Tribes in the Mahabharata, National Publishing House, New Delhi, 1987. 
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A Glance at the Sources: 

For the study of the concept of 

varlJasaritkara I have selected ten dharma-siitras and siistras. They are - the 

Gautama dharma-siitra, the Baudhayana dharma-siitra, the V asi~tha dharma-

siitra (period of composition - 600 B.C. to 300 B.C.), the Manava dharma-

siistra (period of composition- 200 B.C. to 200 A.D.), the Yajiiyavalkya smrti, 

the Vi~lJU dharma-siitra (period of composition- 100 A.D. to 300 A.D.), the 

Narada smrti (period of composition- 100 A.D. to 400 A.D.), the Vaikhanasa 

smiirta-siitra (period of composition- 200 A.D. to 500 A.D.), the Usanas and 

the Siitasarrzhitii (period of composition- 600 A.D. to 900 A.D.)50
. 

There are several editions of the 

text of the Mahiibharata. Manuscripts of the text can be found from all over 

India and outside. Since there are considerable variations amongst these 

manuscripts, a critical edition51 of the text was prepared by a panel of scholars, 

led by V.S.Sukthankar, who studied a number of manuscripts and prepared a 

common reader for all containing the verses which are least likely to be of later 

origin or regional interpolation. The majority of studies done on the 

50 Periods of these texts as according to P.V. Kane, History of Dharmasiistra, vol. II, pt. I, 

Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Poona, 1974, pp. xi-xii. 
51 Mahiibhiirata, (ed.) V.S.Sukthankar et al., 19 vols., B.O.R.I., Poona, 1933-59. 
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Mahtibhtirata are now based upon the critical edition of it. J.A.B. van Buitenen 

began a translation of the critical edition and finished doing the first five 

parvans of it. Both the critical edition and its translation are extremely helpful 

for any study of the text. 

Apart from the above, I have also 

used the Calcutta edition of the text. By the Calcutta edition I mean the edition 

compiling by comparing the manuscripts found in the eastern part of India. For 

this I have selected the edition by Haridas Siddhantabagish Bhattacharya52
. 

This work contains the Sanskrit verses and their Bengali translation, and the 

commentary by Nilakamha called the Bhtiratabhtivadipa. 

The period of composition of the 

Mahtibhtirata is uncertain. However, scholars have agreed that the codification 

of the text primarily belongs to the first four centuries of the Christian era53
. 

This was also the period of composition of some of the major law-codes. The 

brahmanical society was undergoing changes and reorganisation and it was felt 

necessary to provide the people with a guideline. Most of this was done 

through the law-codes. However, with the growing complexity of the social 

structure, it was also necessary to convey the idea of dharma to the common 

52 Mahabharatam, (ed.) Haridas Siddhantabagish Bhattacharya, 43 vols., Bishwabani 

Prakashani, Kolkata, 1338 (B.S.). 
53 Fitzgerald, James L. ··Mahabharata", in The Hindu World, (ed.), Mittal, Sushi!. And 

Thursby, Gene., Routledge, New York, 2004, pp. 52. 
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people in a simple language through the composition of popular literature like 

the epics and later the Purii!Jas. 

However, the society depicted in 

the Mahiibhiirata is not a monolithic one. The text goes through a series of 

stratification and, more often than not, shows the presence of various 

'survivals' of the past. R.S.Sharma divides these various social remnants into 

two broad categories 54
. He shows that the text gives clear indications of two 

types of societies, one a tribal and indigenous one and the other a territorial and 

var!Ja-divided state-based society. Examples of both kinds can be found clearly 

in the text. In the early half of the text it portrays the tribal remnants, and as the 

narrative moves on to the didactic parvans55 the focus gradually shifts towards 

the var!Ja-divided society. 

54 Sharma, R.S. Material culture and social formations in ancient India, Macmillan, Delhi, 

1983, pp. 140. 
55 Like the Santi and the AnusiiJa!Ja parvans. 
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Introduction 

The Plan of the Work: 

I have divided my dissertation 

into three chapters to bring out the concept of mixed-castes and its treatment in 

the narrative of the Mahiibhiirata. The first chapter deals with the concept of 

van:wsarhkara and its position in the law-codes. This chapter looks at their 

evolution, categories and other discussion by the various law-codes to check 

whether any pattern can be seen to have been followed. This chapter is meant 

to serve as an introduction to the concept of vanJasarhkara, as it is found in the 

various law-codes. 

The second chapter deals with the 

text of the Mahiibhiirata, especially the first parvan56
. In this chapter we look 

at the various birth-stories and catalogue the myths attached to them. The 

nature of the myths will help us decipher the text's attitude towards such 

characters. We shall see if the children born of mixed marriages are attributed 

with any special status and if the law-codes' injunctions are followed while 

56 The first parvan has been selected for the birth-stories in the Mahabharata. As this is the 

introductory parvan of the text, almost all the major characters are introduced here. It also has 

the maximum number of birth-stories and they are of a varied nature. 
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deciding the child's var!Ja. This will help us in understanding the social 

reaction to births out of various var!Ja compositions. 

In the third chapter we shall focus 

on a specific varf]asarhkara character in the text57
, namely Vidura. The various 

terms by which he has been addressed will be of specific importance to our 

study. This chapter will help us figure out the social outlook towards a 

varf]asarhkara person. The reason behind my selection of Vidura is the fact 

that he was the only mixed-caste character of importance in the text who was 

addressed . so. Though his character does not correspond to the idea of a 

van:zasarhkara character of lesser importance in the story, given the paucity of 

evidence, he can still be considered as a good indicator of the treatment 

received by such characters in society, as reflected in the Mahiibhiirata. 

----------}{----------

57 
I have looked at only the first five parvans of the Mahabharata. The character of Yidura 

enjoys a prominent position in these sections only, and after the conclusion of the fifth parvan 

and the beginning ofthe sections on war he does not figure in any important incident of the 

story. 
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CHAPTER-1 

Admitting The New; The Theory Of Varnasamkara In 

The Dharma-Sutras & Siistras. 

Introduction: 

The study of the early Indian 

society poses a few challenges to the reader. Social history of a country, or 

more precisely, the history of a specific social pattern, can never be traced in 

an exact way (unless and until the 'time - machine' is invented). One can 

never know the precise social behaviours of a time bygone, of a society 

bygone. Still, we do venture into the adventure of studying social history with 

the help of the textual remnants left by the bygone society. 

Interacting with the early Indian 

social history, the first pattern that comes to notice is the vartJa structure. 

Infused with it, we can see the social picture as coned by this structure. Till this 

day the varfJa structure can be seen in the driver's seat while driving the 

truckload of social hierarchy, at many places in India. In the early Indian 

scenario, it can be seen that, one of the standpoints of the brahmanical 
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religious, as well as, social order was the van)a division. This division not only 

classified society into four groups, but also established and legitimised the 

same by connecting it with the cosmic creation of the world. The four varl}as 

were said to have been evolved out of various body-parts of the cosmic man 

(puru~a) 1 • The brahmal}as from the head, the lcyatriyas from the arms, the 

vaisyas from the thighs and the sudras from the feet; giving it all the colour it 

needed in order to, not only legitimise itself, but also to produce a sense of 

hierarchy. This was a vertical order. With this order was assigned the earthly 

occupations of each varl}a. This, in turn, introduced the idea of 'purity' and 

'impurity' of a varl}a, based upon their occupation. However, matters turned 

complex, once the question of their intermingling came to the forefront. 

Children of parents of differing varl}a were in a probable situation of identity 

crisis. Also, with the brahmanical expansions to the outskirts of the Gangetic 

plain or the regions inhabited by numerous indigenous communities, there was 

a necessity to bring them all under the brahmanical social umbrella. The need 

arose to give them a name, as well as a well-defined position in the society. 

Thus to tackle this theoretical, as well as, practical problem of new entrants, 

the concept of varl}asarhkara arose, and devices were planned to produce the 

social guidelines for them to follow. Since there were several of them, 

theoretically evolving out of different possible varl}a combinations and 

1 Rg Veda- (X. 90). 
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practically out of the numerous tribes and occupational groups, it was 

necessary to record them first, and then to catalogue them into different 

hierarchical order in the society, keeping in mind the basic characteristics of 

the brahmanical social mechanism. This function was carried through the 

norms propounded in the various 'law-codes' or the dharmasiitras and the 

Stistra texts. Infused with the types of anuloma and pratiloma kinds, 

van:zasamkara became far more complicated as a concept. Due to this, several 

questions arose about their exact identity, which the law-codes were unable to 

answer. 

Our concern in this study would 

be on the theoretical aspect of the same structure. This is due to the fact that 

the law-codes record the varl}asamkaras in that particular manner, i.e., them 

coming out of different varl}a combinations. However untrue this might be 

from a practical sense, this certainly helps us to understand the viewpoints of 

the brahmanical authors, who were trying to legitimise these new entrants and 

were busy sewing them into the brahmanical socio-cultural fabric. 

The overarching brahmanical 

belief of the var~ws being limited to four did not hamper the growth of this 

new structure of varl}asamkaras, which existed in parallel terms with the same 

belief. However cleverly these authors tried to cope with this utterly 
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contradictory duality, they had to give in to some unavoidable and avoidable 

contradictions. Many of these contradictions were seen to have emerged out 

along the chronological line, while many of them were out of the 

disagreements between different authors. The above point, along with others, 

form the bulk of our next section where we look at the various difficulties one 

would face while working with the law-codes. 
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A Few Problems With The Law-Codes: 

Before we indulge ourselves with 

the topic of varf]asarhkaras and their positioning in the various dharma-sutras 

and siistras, let us first face the kind of hindrances likely to be offered by these 

texts. This is due to the fact that one can get to the point these texts are making, 

only in a biased way. That is to say, these texts will present us a period they 

know, a period bygone, and it will be very difficult to get the whole picture out 

of them. We will only see the portion of that period these texts will show us 

and not the whole of it. One must keep in mind these problems before using 

these texts for any researching purpose. 

The problem of varf]a assignment 

comes clearly to the forefront, while discussing the varf]asarhkara pattern in 

early Indian society. This is a problem, which I believe, can never be solved 

fully by having the dharma-siistra and the sutra texts as the only source of 

information. It can be seen that these texts present a dual hindrance regarding 

the above study. On one hand, they present a typically prescriptive nature 

where the role of guesswork becomes important while painting the practical 

arena, and on the other hand they are full of contradictions and conflicts 

regarding the said aspect of awarding a specific mixed-varf]a identity. 
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With their prescriptive nature, we 

can never know the real structure and can only make guesses. That is to say, 

these texts can only tell us 'what should be done' and not 'what was done'. 

Thus we can never know for sure, if the guidelines in these texts were at all 

followed or not. Even if we take it that these guidelines were followed by the 

people of that period, it presents us with another problem. The level of 

contradictions and disagreements between these texts leave us to wonder, 

which one of them were being followed by the people. For instance, the same 

combination of parents (of different varl]a) produces a particular 

varl]asarhkara according to one of the texts, while the other text names a new 

varl]asarhkara with the above parentage. It gets very confusing indeed, so as to 

follow or believe 'which' text. 

Also, more often than not, we find 

the texts mentioning a few theories, for instance the jiityutkarsa one. Here we 

collide with the conflict of idea versus reality. We can definitely be sure about 

the authenticity of the idea, but it being a reality or not, can not be cross

checked. In this battle of idea vs. reality, my suggestion would be to 

concentrate on the idea alone, and not on its authenticity as being a reality. 

This is for the fact that even an idea can show the social remnants of a 

particular period. 
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The best way out is to look at 

these differences from the angle of searching for their underlying intention. 

What we need to look for is the social picture depicted even in these 

differences, and see if there is a pattern evolving out of these contradictory 

remarks. This is due to the fact that these texts belong to separate grids, both 

philosophically and chronologically. They belong to separate periods, and a 

study of their differences would lead us to the social outlook on the subject 

being present inside the time frame of the composition of each of these texts. 

Moreover, there is also a kind of 

problem offered by some of these texts, which can never be solved. Some of 

these texts are written in verses, which are bound by the objective of fulfilling 

meter requirements. It is possible that many of the words and terms in the 

verses of these texts were inserted in to keep up with the meter requirements, 

and were not required otherwise. This is a possibility which, with uncertain 

degree of effect, can really hamper the study of the data coming out of these 

texts. Since we have to depend upon the same data for our study, this can 

become a non-cautioned, as well as, non-cushioned hazard to the same purpose 

of us. We can never know, whether the term was inserted following the meter 

requirements or was it really necessary for the text's purpose. 

Keeping in mind these problems, 

and being careful to avoid them, let us venture into our original topic of 
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looking at the placing of the var!Jasmitkaras by the various dharma-siitras and 

sastras. 
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Varnasamkara In The Law-Codes: 

As I have already said, the 

concept of mixed-caste or van:wsarhkara appears in the law-codes with utmost 

contradiction. It completely opposes the brahmanical belief of limiting the 

vamas to four and at the same time can be seen as not hampering the above 

belief at all. This is an interesting paradox, which should be looked at with 

great care. It is possibly, because of this paradox, we can see the texts as, on 

one hand, univocally dismissing the idea of mixing the four varf}as with 

extreme despise, and on the other hand, providing provisions for the possible 

varf}asarhkara and flirting with the possibilities, hereby manufacturing 

numerous different varf}asarhkaras. 

We can also see that the texts 

even tried to sanction a group of varfJasarhkaras (anuloma) to some extent, 

making them somewhat more acceptable than the other half (pratiloma). 

Almost every text takes the line of approving the anulomas, as compared to the 

pratilomas. Still, it can be seen that this did not stop them from spending a lot 

of ink on the pratilomas and carry their disagreements over the naming of 

certain pratilomas, exactly as they do with the anulomas. This suggests that the 
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texts were as much interested with the pratilomas as with the anulomas. 

Probably this provided them with the chance to produce a hierarchy even 

within the varf}asarhkaras, just like it was done with the four varf}as. 

With all these contradictions and 

more, it becomes very clear that the idea of varf}asarhkara was indeed a very 

popular subject for the authors of these texts, and this was here to stay. The 

chief question that comes out of this is 'why this idea was at all created'. The 

answer to this lies in a more extensive study of the subject, which is out of the 

reach of this meagre attempt of mine, bound by time and space. 

In this study I propose to look at 

the cataloguing of the various varf}asarhkaras by the law-codes. For this I have 

selected ten different dharma-sutras and sfistras of varying periods. They are

the Gautama dharma-sutra, the Baudhfiyana dharma-sutra, the Vasi$,tha 

dharma-sutra (period of composition - 600 B.C. to 300 B.C.), the Mfinava 

dharma-sfistra (period of composition - 200 B.C. to 200 A.D.), the 

Yfijfiyavalkya snu:ti, the Vi$1JU dharma-sutra (period of composition - 100 

A.D. to 300 A.D.), the Nfirada smrti (period of composition- 100 A.D. to 400 

A.D.), the Vaikhfinasa smfirta-sutra (period of composition- 200 A.D. to 500 

A.D.), the Usanas and the Sutasaf!lhitfi (period of composition - 600 A.D. to 
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900 A.D.)2
. Of these texts, the 'Miinava dharma-siistra' or the laws of Manu 

can be seen to be the most vocal as well as the most centrally located text 

along the chronological line. Hence, I have selected this text as the core of my 

study and have divided my study along the chronological divisions of the 

sections 'Pre Manu', 'Manu' and 'Post Manu' textual periods. This, I believe, 

would provide the study with a clear approach and vision, and would also help 

us in making useful comparisons along the time-line. 

The concept of var!Jasarhkara as 

found in the various dharma-sutras and siistras can be seen to have originally 

evolved from the concept of miscegenation among the members of the four 

primary var!JGS. Only Apastamba3 in his dharma-sutra, declares that the 

var!Jasarhkaras are not the result of miscegenation and are derived from the 

sins committed by them in the past lives4
• According to Apastamba, when a 

briihma!Ja, ~atriya, or vaisya commits sins such as theft of gold or killing of a 

briihmal'}a, they become in their next birth a ca!Jcfiila, a paulkasa or a vaina 

respectively. All the other authors approve the miscegenation theory. 

Nevertheless, terms that emerge as var!Jasmilkara names in these texts, 

2 Periods of these texts as according toP. V. Kane, History of Dharmasiistra, vol. II, pt. I, 

Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Poona, 1974, pp. xi-xii. 
3 Period of composition- 600 B.C. to 300 B.C. 
4 Vivekanand Jha- ope it, 1970, pp. 278. 
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sometimes suggest a completely different theory. That there was a clear motive 

behind the cropping up of this theory of varlJasarhkara, gets clear support from 

those terms. However, this we shall discuss later in our study. For now, let us 

concentrate on the first section of our study, which is on the pre Manu law

codes. 
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Pre Manu Dharma-Sastras & Siitras: 

The varl'}asarhkaras as a social 

structure, as found in the various dharma-sutras and siistras, can be viewed 

from various angles. But broadly they can be viewed in two different ways. 

Firstly, from the angle of them being anuloma categories, and secondly, from 

the pratiloma angle. 

The anuloma category means the 

situation where the patrilineal laws are being followed, where the father is of a 

higher varl'}a than the mother. On the other hand, the pratiloma category is just 

the opposite of the anuloma order. It is indeed interesting, that both these 

categories are looked down upon by almost every dharma-sutras and siistras, 

and still one can find a definite sense of hierarchy while placing these 

categories in an order. The category of the anulomas, by most of the texts, is 

taken to be somehow more acceptable than the pratilomas. The prati/omas, on 

the other hand, find no supportive text to their favour. 

Amongst the pre Manu texts5
, the 

difference of approach regarding the naming of the anulomas and pratilomas, 

5 The Gautama dharma-siitra, the Baudhayana dharma-szltra and the Vasi.$_tha dharma-siitra 

(period of composition- 600 B.C. to 300 B.C.) 
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can be very clearly noticed. These three texts, belonging to the period between 

600 B.C. and 300 B.C., record the earliest traces of the idea of var!Jasarhkara. 

Here we can see that they name only 11 categories of anuloma vanJasarhkara 

slots to be filled, with due differences, as against the 18 probabilities, with the 

Vasi~tha dharma-siitra filling up only one of these categories (ni~ada)6 • On the 

other hand, they fill up all the 18 pratiloma slots, and we also find all of them 

agreeing with, at least, two of the slots; i.e. with /cyatriya (father) and 

brahmafJa (mother) the child is siita in accordance to all three texts, and with 

siidra (father) and brahma!Ja (mother) the child is always catJ4ala1
. 

This ts a very interesting 

observation as it goes against the theory that the anulomas were the favoured 

one. The authors seem to have taken up more interest in naming the pratiloma 

categories than the anuloma ones. 

There is also another difference 

between the anulomas and the pratilomas as named by the three pre Manu 

texts. We do find examples of regional names in the pratiloma lists, like that of 

6 See the Table- 3. 
7 See the Table- 4. 
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vaidehaka and miigadha8
, while in the anuloma one no such terms occur. The 

anuloma list is more filled withjati-like names such as, ni$iida and amba$fha9
. 

Overall if we look at the three pre 

Manu texts, a few points emerge. Apart from the categories like, suta and 

cm:ujala, no other name enjoys the univocal agreement regarding their placing 

by the texts 10
• There is a considerable amount of disagreement with slots like, 

brahmal]a father and vai,Sya mother, vaisya father and brahmal]a, /cyatriya and 

sudra mother, sudra father and /cyatriya and vaisya mother. Slots like 

brahmal]a father and /cyatriya mother, and /cyatriya father and vaisya mother 

can be seen lying almost vacant (with only Gautama filling the latter slot with 

the name amba$,lha) 11
• 

Thus we can note about these 

texts, while looking at their categorising of the 'primary' 12 varl]asarhkaras. 

When we come to the 'secondary' varl]asarhkaras as being named by these 

three texts, it is a minor shock that we receive. The texts, which have been so 

8 Ibid. 

9 See the Table- 3. 
10 See the Table- I. 

II Ibid. 

12 Another angle of looking at the variJa.mrilkaras, is from the perspective of primary and 

secondary variJasmizkaras. The primary varJJasarizkaras are the ones who are formed out of the 

parents falling under the four primary vanJa. While the secondary ones are the doubly mixed 

categories. 
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vociferous and particular regarding the naming of the primary var!Jasarhkaras, 

leave the secondary slots almost vacant. Only five slots out of the endless ones 

have been filled with four names, and that too only by the Baudhayana 

dharma-siitra 13
. The other two, i.e. the Gautama dharma-siitra and the 

Vasi~tha dharma-siitra, remains totally silent as far as the naming of the 

secondary var!Jasarhkaras is concerned 14
• This is indeed very interesting, as it 

would be naturally expected that the secondary list would show us much more 

variety and would be much more numerous than the primary one, following the 

reason that the secondary list shows a situation which could harness endless 

possibilities for the coming of the new mixed castes (which are mixed -

doubly, 3 times, 4 times, 5 times ..... ). 

13 See the Tables- 2 and 6. 
14 Ibid. 
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Manava Dltarma-Siistra; 

Coming to the next section, that is 

the placing of the vanJasarhkaras by the Manava dharma-siistra, one can see a 

very clear and methodical process being followed by the text. 

Regarding the naming of the 

anuloma and pratiloma vanJasarhkaras, Manu names only three of the 

anulomas (amba.y!ha, ni$iida and ugra) out of the possible six slots15
. 

Moreover, here he can be seen to be in full agreement with the Baudhayana 

dharma-siitra. Regarding the pratiloma varl]asarhkaras, Manu names all of the 

six possibilities 16
• Here he is seen to be in agreement sometimes, with 

Baudhayana dharma-siitra and Gautama dharma-siitra. He agrees with 

Vasi~tha dharma-siitra, only while placing the categories of sfita and cawjiila, 

of which all the three texts are in agreement. 

The fact that Manu names all of 

the pratilomas and only three of the anulomas is not surprising if we look at 

the pattern followed by him. He declares that, sons, begotten by the superior 

three varl]as (briihmal]a, /cyatriya and vaisya) on wives belonging to the 

15 See the Table- 3. 
16 See the Table- 4. 
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immediate next variJa, belong to the same varfJa of their fathers 17
. It is 

probably following this theory he keeps the categories like, briihmal]a father 

and /cyatriya mother, /cyatriya father and vaisya mother and vaisya father and 

sudra mother, vacant18
. It is also noticeable, that Manu, while naming the 

various anuloma and pratiloma varf]asarhkaras, does not add up new names 

and can be seen to have been picking and choosing from the names which were 

already enumerated by his predecessors. 

This is, interestingly enough, not 

the case while Manu is seen naming the secondary varl]asarhkaras. Unlike the 

primary ones, here Manu is in his creating best, naming 17 secondary 

variJasarhkara names, which is the maximum by any text of our concern 19 (the 

next contender is Usanas, which is a post Manu text, naming 9 of them20
). Out 

of these 17 names Manu enumerates only four names, that have been named 

before (kukku,ta, antyiivasiiyin, pulkasa and svapaca). Thus, not only is Manu 

the most vociferous text naming the secondary varl]a.mrhkaras, he is also the 

most original one. This is, however, to be expected, as the predecessors of 

17 Manava dharma-siistra, chapter-) 0, verse-6. 
18 See the Table- 3. 
19 See the Tables- 2 and 6. 
20 Ibid. 
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Manu named almost none of them and the responsibility, as well as the 

opportunity, lay with Manu to enumerate them and to, possibly, create them. 

Regarding the names (secondary) 

enumerated by Manu, it can be seen that they follow no particular pattern, 

apart from the fact that, none of the names are of a regional character21
. We 

find names like kaivarta, diisa and sairindhra, which are somewhat of an 

occupational character22
. Still no major inferences can be drawn on the basis of 

the above observations. One can only say that naming the new entrants to the 

society, along the regional parameters, lost its zeal somewhat, while the 

question of naming the secondary varl)asarilkaras cropped up. 

21 Ibid. 
22 Ibid. 
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Post Manu Dharma-Siistras & Sutras: 

Coming to the section of the post 

Manu texts, we can see that these texts followed a specific pattern of not 

following any. Variety and more variety seem to be the key word here. That is 

why we can find so many names enumerated by the post Manu texts in the list 

of the primary varl]asarhkaras. 

However, apart from the above, 

when we look at the various anulomas and pratilomas, certain points can be 

seen. In the whole list of the varl]asarhkaras, which otherwise show a great 

deal of overlapping and variation, only the category of rathakiira occurs in 

both the anuloma and the pratiloma lists. According to the Baudhayana 

dharma-sutra, which is a pre Manu text, he is the lowest possible anuloma 

(that is formed out of the union between a vaisya father and a sudra mother), 

and according to the Vaikhanasa dharma-sutra and Sutasamhita (both post 

Manu texts), he is the highest possible pratiloma (formed out of the umon 

between a k.<;atriya father and a brahmal]a mother)23
. 

Moreover, if we look at a 

chronological development, we would see that a lot more new names have 

23 See the Tables- 3 and 4. 
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been added to the list of the anuloma varl}asarhkaras by these later authors24
, 

than in that of the pratilomas. In the pratiloma list, these three texts only repeat 

names which have been already denoted a place by the previous texts. On the 

other hand, the anuloma list shows a lot of new names25 under these three 

heads. 

Amongst the pratiloma 

categories, a few names can be found which occur under the same parentage 

according to the majority of the texts. For example the category of cafJtfiila 

occurs as having a siidra father and a briihmal}a mother, according to each and 

every text. Same is true for siita, who, having a lcyatriya father and a briihmal}a 

mother, is viewed as being the same under nine of the ten texts26
. No such 

constant existence can be found amongst the anuloma categories. One can find 

categories like, ni$iida and amba$fha, which can be seen to be enjoying a dual 

identity following the disagreement between different texts. Even within this 

disagreement, a pattern can be noted. The pre Manu text of Gautama dharma-

siitra categorises ni$iida as the son of a briihmww male from a vaisya female. 

All the subsequent texts take ni$iida as the child of a briihmal}a male from a 

24 That is the Yiijfiyavalkya smrti, the Vis!Ju dharma-sutra, the Niirada smrti, the Vaikhiinasa 

dharma-sutra, the Usanas and the SutaSGI7Jhitii. 
25 Like kumbhakiira, niipita, maJJikiira, sucaka, bhisak, avira, siilika, ka_taki'ira and 

murdhiivasikta. See the Table- 3. 
26 See the Table- 4. 
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siidra female27
. Same is the case with the category of amba$/ha. This category 

has a /qatriya as the father and a vaisya as the mother as according to the 

Gautama dharma-siitra. In the subsequent texts he is seen as the result of a 

union between a briihmalJa male and a vaisya female28
. Thus a chronological 

pattern can be seen regarding the anulomas in this regard. 

We have already said that in the 

secondary list of varlJasarhkara, the most vociferous text is that of Manu's. 

However, apart from Manu, the post Manu texts29 are the most vocal ones, 

while naming the secondary mixed castes. On the other hand, texts like Vi~f!U 

and Narada do not name any, while Yajfiyavalkya names only one of them 

(rathakiira)30
. The names enumerated by the last three texts in the secondary 

list seem to be full of occupational names31
. Thus, if I am allowed to do so, a 

very clear pattern seems to be evolving from the primary to the secondary 

var1]asarhkaras. The thrust seems to be from naming regional names in the 

primary list, to naming occupational names in the secondary one32
. 

27 See the Table- 3. 
28 Ibid. 
29 

Especially, the last three; the Vaikhanasa dharma-sutra, Usanas and the Sutasa111hita. Their 

period ranges between c. 200 A.D. to c. 900 A.D., as according to P.V. Kane. 
30 See the Tables- 2 and 6. 
31 Like, adho-napita, khanaka, tlimropajfvin, carmakara, nartaka, matsyabandhaka, siicika, 

rajaka and rathaklira. See the Tables- 2 and 6. 
32 See the Tables- I, 2. 5 and 6. 
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Observing Inter-Varna Mobility; Jatyutkarsa and Jiityapakarsa: 

Here I would also like to mention 

an interesting observation, placing a theory which, to some extent, approves 

inter-var1:1a mobility. This is the theory ofjtityutkar$a (rise in status as a var1:1a) 

and jtityapakar$a (fall in status as a var1:1ai3
• This var1:1a mobility is only 

allowed to the anulomas and not to the pratilomas. It can be seen that three 

authors mention this phenomenon; Gautama dharma-siitra (pre Manu), 

Manava dharma-siistra and Yajfiyavalkya smrti (post Manu). 

According to Gautama, if a 

brtihma!Ja marries a lcyatriya woman, the child is a savama. however, if this 

savar1:1a (female) is married to a brtihmalJa and their female child is again 

married to a brtihma!Ja, and if this continues with the subsequent (female) 

children, the seventh savar1:1a female married to a brtihmalJa would give birth 

to a brtihma!Ja child. This is called jtityutkar$a. On the other hand, if a 

brtihnw!Ja marries a lcyatriya girl and produces a savar1:1a male, who marries a 

/cyatriya female, and if this goes on, the fifth savar1:1a son marrying a lcyatriya 

female would give birth to a lcyatriya child. This is calledjtityapakar$a. 

33 P.V. Kane, History of Dharmasastra, vol. II, pt. I, Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, 

Poona, 1974, pp. 61-65. 
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Coming to the mention of the 

same theory in the Manava dharma-sastra, we can see that there are a few 

differences. The basic structure of the theory, however, remains the same. 

Manu prescribes seven generations for both jatyutkarsa and jatyapakarsa to 

take place, while Gautama prescribed seven and five, respectively. In Manu, 

the jatyutkarsa mobility takes place in the seventh generation itself, while with 

Gautama, it is the eighth generation, where it happens. Moreover, Manu is seen 

to be remaining silent about the mobility of jatyutkarsa, when the original 

parents are themselves anulomas (that is belonging to the secondary list of 

varf]asamkaras ). 

Yajfiyavalkya, on the other hand, 

adds a new possibility for the jatyapakarsa to happen. Jatyutkarsa, according 

to him, still happens only with inter-van:za marriage, and takes place in the 

seventh or fifth generation. Jatyapakarsa, on the other hand, can happen both 

by marriage and by following a lower varf]a 's avocation. By marriage it 

happens in the seventh or fifth generation, while by the avocation theory, it 

takes place in the fifth, sixth or the seventh generation. 

The whole idea of varf]a mobility 

being taking place following these two rules seems quite improbable as a 

social reality. This must be seen as a development of an idea only and not in 

the lights of being a social practice. Still one must say that the mere presence 
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of theories like these in the law-codes, has in itself some logical implications, 

even if it was not a social reality. It proves that the mentality of the 

brahmanical authors was tilted towards the anulomas, and the pratilomas were 

awarded a step-motherly treatment. Though the texts constantly refute the idea 

of mixed-varna as being a despised one34
, they can be seen to be creating a 

clear-cut hierarchy among the two groups of the mixed-var~as. It seems here, 

that the anulomas were given a chance, however slender it might be, to climb 

back the social ladder by following the rules ofjiityutkar~a. 

34 Vivekanand Jha, op cit, 1970, pp. 275. 
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Conclusion: 

Thus it can very well be seen that 

the law-codes worked really hard to sew this new idea of the van}asamkara 

into the brahmanical social fabric. However, it can not be said that they 

succeeded fully. Most of their good work was hampered by the presence of 

utter contradictions and differences between them. It is because of this that the 

chance of knowing the real social practices of the period has been thwarted. 

However, it must also be kept in 

mind that these differences have been very helpful in a way. They have 

provided us with a specific pattern of naming the van}asarhkaras, a study of 

which can get us nearer to the answer of such questions as why this idea of 

varlJasarhkara was at all created? The emergence of regional names and a 

gradual shift to the occupational names, the mismatch between the treatment 

given to the pratilomas and the anulomas, the gradual erosion of Manu's idea 

of the anuloma child of parents of adjacent varl]as not being a varl]asamkara-

all these present us with a pattern which is reminiscent of the brahmanical 

mentality or intention. Still, a question remains. After the rules were 

formulated to designate the varl]asarhkaras who were theoretically formed out 

of different var~w combinations, to what extent were these rules actually 
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followed, if at all. We know that the theory of van]asarhkara was created to 

make room for the new entrants to the brahmanical society. Up to what period 

did this continue is a question that still remains unanswered. 

----------){----------
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Tables to Chapter 1. 

1. Table 1 of the Primary Mixed-Castes. 

2. Table 1 ofthe Secondary Mixed-Castes. 

3. Table of the Anuloma Mixed-Castes. 

4. Table of the Pratiloma Mixed-Castes. 

5. Table 2 of the Primary Mixed-Castes. 

6. Table 2 of the Secondary Mixed-Castes. 

Index to the Tables. 

1. Brahmal}a + K~atriya M = brfihmmJa is the father, lcyatriya ts the 

mother and this is clearly mentioned as a marital union (M). 

2. Brahmal}a + Sudra cu = brtihma!Ja is the father, siidra is the mother 

and this is clearly mentioned as a clandestine union (CU). 

3. Gautama = Gautama dharma-siitra. 

4. Baudhayana = Baudhfiyana dharma-siitra. 

5. Vasi~tha = Vasi~·.tha dharma-siitra. 

6. Manu = Mfinava dharma sfistra. 

7. Yajftyavalkya = Yajfiyavalkya smrti. 

8. Vi~r)u = Vi$1JU dharma-siitra. 



9. Narada = Narada smrti. 

10. Vaikhanasa = Vaikhtinasa smtirta siitra. 
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Table -1. 

Table of the Primary Mixed- Castes. As in Various Dharma-SiHraJ and SdJtraJ. 

Period of the Texts 600 B.C.- 300 B.C. 
200 B.C.-

100 A.D.- 300 A.D. 
100 A.D.- 200 A.D.-

600 A.D.- 900 A.lJ. 
200 A.D. 400 A.D. 500 A.D. 

Child ace. to Child ace. to Child ace. to 
Child ace. 

Child ace. to 
Child ace. Child ace. 

Child ace. to Child ace. to Child a..:c. to 
Father Mother to to to 

(Gautama) (Baudhllyana) (VasiHha) (Manu) (\'lljiiyavalkya) 
(Vi~QU) (Nllrada) (Vnikhllnasa) (llsanns) (SotnsnnJhitn) 

Bhi~ak/ 
1. Brahma[)a K~atriya Murdhavasikta Suvama 

(Savama) 

Kumbhakara/ Amb~!hal 
2. Brahma[)a Vaisya Ni~ada Ambas!ha Amba~!ha Ambas!ha Amba~!ha 

Nap ita 
Kumbhakara/ Kumbhakara 

Niipita 
Ugral 

3. Brahma[)a Siidra Para5ava Nisiida Nisiida Nisiida Nisada Nisiida Piira5ava 
Piirasaval Nisiida/ 

Nisiida Piirasava/ 
Siilika 

4. Ksatriya Briihmat)a Siita Suta Siita Suta Suta Siita Siita 
Siita/ 

Rathakiira 
SOta! 

Rathakiira Rathakiira 

5. Ksatriya Yaisya Ambas!ha Miihisya 
Asvika/ Ma[)ikiira Avira 
Madgu 

6. Ksatriya Siidra Dausmanta Ugra Ugra Ugra Nisiida Siilika 
Dausyanta/ 

Siilika 

7. Vaisya Briihmat)a Krta Vaidehaka Ramaka Yaidehaka Vaidehaka Vaidehaka Vaidehaka 
Cakrl/ 

Miigadha Mleccha 
Miigadha 

8. Yaisya Ksatriya 
Dhivara/ Ayogava Pulkasa Miigadha Miigadha Pulkasa A yoga val A yoga val Pulinda/ 
Magadha Pulinda Pulinda Bhoja 

'J. Vaisya Siidra Ugra/ Rathakara Kara[)a Ka!nk!lra/ Ka!ak!\ru/ 
Karal)a Ciicuka Siicaka 

10. Siidra Brahmal)a Cat]c.jiila Cat]c.jlila Cal)c.jala Cal)c.jiila Ca!)c.jala Ca!)c.jala Ca[)c.jiila Cal)c.jiila Cal)c.jiila Ca!)c.jiila 
Carmakara/ 

Pulkasa/ 
II. Siidra K~atriya Vaidehaka Ksatr Vail)a Ksatr K~atr Magadha Ksatr Pulkasa Pulkasa/ 

Railjaka 
Velava 

12. Siidra Vaisya Ayogava Magadha Antyiivasiiyin Ayogava Ayogava Ayogava 
Ciikrika/ 

Cakri 
Yaidehaka 
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Table- 2 
Table 1 of the Secondary Mixed- Castes, As in Various Dharma-Sutras, and Siistras. 

Period of the Texts-> 600 B.C.- 200B.C.- 100 A.D.- 200 A.D.- 600 A.D. - 900 A.D. 
300 B.C. 200A.D. 300 A.D. 500 A.D. 

Father Mother Child Child Child Child Child Child 
(Baudhllyana) (Manu) (Yaj iiyavalkya) (Vaikhllnasa) (USanas) (SntasaRJhita) 

I. Brahmat}a Dau~yanta Apita 
2. Brahman a Ayogava Dhigvaqa Piqgala 
3. Briihmat}a Amba$tha Abhira 
4. Vaisya Ni~ada Kukku(a 
5 Sodra Ni~nda Kukkuta Kukkuta 
6 Caqqiila Ni~iida Antyiivasiiyin 
7 CaiJ<!iila Vaidehaka Pllr)qusopaka 
8 Caqqiila Brn.hmaqa Svapaca _Svapaca 
9 CaiJ<!iila Vaisya Svapaca 
10 CaiJ<Iiila Pulkasa Sopiika 

11 Ni~iida Vaidehaka AhiqcJikal 
Kiiriivara 
Kaivartal 

12 Ni~iida Ayogava Miirgaval 
Dasa 

13 Ni$iida K~atriya Adho-Niipita 
14 Ni$iida Sudra Pulkasa Pulkasa 
15 Sunika Ksatriya Udbandhaka 
16 Khan aka Ksatriya Udbandhaka 
17 Miigadha Sadra Kukunda 
18 Ambastha Vaidehaka Kusilava 
19 Ayogava Ksatriya Khanaka Sunika 
20 Ayogava Brahman a TiirnropajTvin Tiimropajivin Carmakiira 
21 Svapaca Brahman a Guhaka 
22 Siicaka Brahmaqa Taksaka Taksaka 
23 Rafijaka Vaisya Nartaka 
24 Taksaka Ksatriya Matsyabandhaka 
25 Vaidehaka Nisada Meda 
26 Vaidehaka Ayogava Maitreyaka 
27 Vaidehaka Ambastha Vena 
28 Vaidehaka Ksatriya Sucika Sucika 
29 Pulkasa Brahman a Raj aka Raj aka 
30 Pulkasa Vaisya Raj aka 
31 Mahisya Karan a Rathakiira 
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Table- 2 (Contd.) 

Father Mother Child Child Child Child Child Child 
. (Baudhllyana) (Manu) (Yiljilyavalkya) (Vaikhllnasa) (USanas) (Sntasall}hita) 

32 Siita Briihmana Vel}uka 
33 Madgu Briihmana Vel}uka 
34 Nap ita Briihmana Venuka 
35 K~atr Ugra . Svapaca 
36 Ugra K~atr Svapaca 
37 Dasyu Ayogava Sairindhra 
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Table- 3 

Table of the Anuloma MLxed- Castes, As in Various Dharma-Sutras and Sdstras. 

Period of the Texts-> 600 B.C.- 300 B.C. 
200B.C.-

100 A.D.- 300 A.D. 
100 A.D.- 200 A.D.- 600 A.D. - 900 A.D. 

200 A.D. 400 A.D. 500 A.D. 

Child ace. to Child ace. to 
Child ace. Child ace. 

Child ace. to 
Child Child ace. 

Child ace. to Child ace. to Child ace. to 
Father Mother 

(Gautama) (Baudhllyana) 
to to 

(Yajfiyavalkya) 
ace. to to 

(Vaikhllnasa) (Usanas) (SiltasaUJhitll) 
(Vasistha) (Manu) (Vi~nu) (Narada) 

Bhisakl 
1. llrahmal}a K~atriya MGrdhi\vasikta Suvanw 

(Savari)a) 

Kumbhakara/ 
Amba.<ithal 

2. Brlihmai)a Vaisya Nisada Amba.<i!ha Amba.<itha Amba.<itha Amba.<itha 
Nap ita 

Kumbhakara/ Kumbhakiira 
Nap ita 
Ugra! 

3. Brahmal}a Sudra Para5ava Nisada Nisiida Nisada Nisiida Nisiida Para5ava 
Para5ava/ Nisada/ 

Nisada Para5ava/ 
Siilika 

4. Ksatriya Yaisya Amba.<itha Miihi$ya 
Asvika/ 

Maflikara Avira 
Madgu 

5. K$atriya SGdra Dausmanta Ugra Ugra Ugra Ni$iida Salika 
Dausyanta! 

Salika 

6. Yaisya Sadra 
Ugra/ 

Rathakara Karaf)a 
Katkara/ Katkara/ 

Karai)a Cacuka Sacaka 
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Table- 4 

Table of the Pratiloma Mi.'{ed- Castes. As in Various Dharma-Siitras and Sdstras. 

Period of the Texts-> 600 B.C.- 300 B.C. 
200B.C.-

100 A.D.- 300 A.D. 
100 A.D.- 200A.D.- 600 A.D.- 900 A.D. 

200 A.D. 400 A.D. 500 A.D. 

Child ace. to Child ace. to Child ace. to 
Child ace. 

Child ace. to 
Child ace. Child ace. 

Child ace. to 
Child ace. 

Child ace. to 
Father Mother 

(Gautama) 
to to to 

(Vaikhllnasa) 
to 

(Sotasall}hitll) (Baudhayana) (Vasi~tha) (Manu) (Ylljfiyavalkya) 
(Vi~nu) (Nllrada)_ (USanas) 

Ksatriya Brahmar)a SOla SOla Sata SGta SOta SOta SGta 
SO tal 

Rathakiira 
Sata/ 

1. 
RnthakDrn Rnthnknra 

2. Vaisya Briihmar)a Krta Vaidehaka Riimaka Vaidehaka Vaidehaka Vaidehaka Vaidehaka 
Cakri/ 

Magadha Mleccha 
Magadha 

3. Vaisya Ksatriya 
Dhivara/ 

Ayogava Pulkasa Miigadha M11gadha Pulkasa 
Ayogava/ Ayogava/ Pulind~ 

Magadha Pulinda Pulinda Bhoia 
4. SGdra Briihmar)a Car)qiila Can<!iila Car)qiila Car)qiila Car)qiila Car)qiila Car)qiila Car)qiila Car)qala Car)qiila 

Carmakara/ Pulkasa/ 
5. Siidra Ksatriya Vaidehaka Ksatr VaiQa Ksatr Ksatr Miigadha Ksatr Pulkasa Pulkasa/ 

Velava 
Ranjaka 

6. Siidra Vaisya Ayogava Magadha Antyavasiiyin Ayogava Ayogava Ayogava 
Cakrika/ 

Cakri 
Vaidehaka 
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Table- 5 

Table 2 of the Primary Mixed- Castes, As in Various Dharma-Sutras and Siistras. 

Period of the Texts ... 600 B.C.- 300 B.C. 
200 B.C.-

l 00 A.D. - 300 A.D. 
IOOA.D.- 200 A.D.-

600 A.D.- 900 A.D. 
200 A.D. 400 A.D. 500 A.D. 

Texts ... 
(Gautama) (Baudh!iyana) (Vasi~tha) (Manu) (Yiljiiy-avalkya) (Vi~gu) (Nlirada) (Vaikhllnasa) (USanas) (SOtasa"!hitli) 

Mixed Castes+ 

I. MOrdhavasikta 
Brahmal)a + 
K$atriya M 

2. Bhi$ak 
Brahmal)a + 
l<Jiatriya CU 

3. 
Suvarl)a Brahmal)a + 

(Savama) K$atriya M 

4. Ni$iida 
Brahmal)a + Brahmana + Brahmal)a + Briihmana + Briih!llal)a+ Brahmal)a + K$atriya + Brahmal)a + Brahmal)a + 

Vaisya SOdra M Siidra M sudra M SiidraM Siidra Siidra Siidra CU Siidra CU 

5. Ambas(ha 
Ksatriya + Brahmana+ Briihmal)a+ Briillmal)a + Brlihmana+ Brahmana + 

Vais_ya Vaisya M Vaisya M VaisyaM VaisyaM Vaisya M 

6. Kumbhakara 
Brahmana + Brahmana + Brahman a+ 
Vaisya CU Vaisya CU Vaisya CU 

7. Nap ita 
Brahmal)a + Brahmana + 
VaisyaCU Vaisya cu 

8. Parasava 
Briihmana + Briihmal)a + Briihmana + Brahmana + 

SOdra Siidra Sudra M Siidra M 
9. Ugra 

Vaisya + K$atriya + K$atriya + K$~triya+ Briihmana + 
SOdra Siidra Siidra Siidra Siidra 

10. Siilika 
K$atriya + Briihmana + Ksatriya + 
Sodra CU Siidra CU Siidra CU 

II. SOta 
Ksatriya + K$atriya + Ksatriya + Ksatriya + K~atriya + K$atriya + Ksatriya + K$atriya + Ksatriya + 
Briihmana Briihmal)a Briihmal)a Brahmana Brahmaf)a Brahmal)a Briihmal)a Briihmal)a M Briihmal)a M 

12. Rathakara Vaisya + Ksutriyn + K~ntriya + K~ntriya + 
Siidra M Brahmana CU Brilhmal)a Cll Urahmar)a Cll 

13. Mahisya 
Ksatriya-+ 
Vaisylll rvt 

14. Asvika 
K$atriya + 
Vaisya CU 

IS. Madgu 
Ksatriya + 

Vaisya 
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Table- 5 (Contd.) 

Period of the Texts ... 600 B.C.- 300 B.C. 
200 B.C.-

100 A.D. 300 A.D. 
100 A.D.- 200 A.D.- 600 A.D.- 900 A.D. 

200 A.D. 400 A.D. 500 A.D. 
Texts ... 

(Gautama) (Baudhayana) (Vasi~tha) (Manu) (Yaji\yavalkya) (Vi~qu) (Narada) (Vaikhll.nasa) (Usanas) (Siltasafl)hi til) 
Mixed Castes+ 

16. Mm)ikara 
K~atriya + 
Vaisya CU 

17. Avira 
Ksatriya + 
Vnisva CU 

1~. Oau~rnanta 
K~~triya + Ksatriya + 

Sudra Sudra 

19. Krta 
Vaisya + 
Brahmal)a 

20. Vaidehaka Sudra + Vaisya + Vaisya + Vaisya + Vaisya + Vaisya+ Sudra + 
Ksatriya Brahrnar)a Brahrnana Briihmana Brahmana Briihmal)a Vaisya 

21. Rarnaka 
Vaisya + 

Brahmana ·-Vaisya + Sudra + 22. Cakrr Brahmal)a CU Vaisya CU 

23. Magadha 
Vaisya + Sudra + Vaisya + Vaisya + Sudra + Vaisya + Vaisya + 
Ksatriva Vaisva Ksatriva Ksatriva Ksatriva Brahmana Brahmal)a 

24. Mleccha 
Vaisya + 

Brahmal)a CU 

25. Dhlvara 
Vaisya + 
Ksatriya 

26. Ayogava 
Sudra + Vaisya + Sudra + Sudra + Sudra + Vaisya + Vaisya + 
Vaisya Ksatriya Vaisva Vaisva Vaisva Ksatriya Ksatriya 

27. Pulkasa 
Vaisya + Vaisya+ Sudra + Sudra + Sudra + 
Ksatriva Ksatriva Ksatriya Ksatriva Ksatriya 

2~. l'ulinda Vaisya + Vaisyn + Vnisyn + 
Ksatriya Cll K~atriya Cll K~ntriva Cll 

2'!. Bhoja 
Vaisya + 
Ksatriya 

30. Karar)a Vaisya + Vaisya + 
Siidra 1\1 Sudra M 

31. Ka!kiira 
Vaisya + Vaisya + 

Sudra CU Sudra CU 
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Table- 5 (Contd.) 

Period of the Texts ... 600 B.C.- 300 B.C. 
200 B.C.-

100 A.D.- 300 A.D. 
100 A.D.- 200 A.D.-

600 A.D.- 900 A.D. 
200 A.D. 400 A.D. 500 A.D. 

Texts ... 
(Gautama) (Baudhllyana) (VasiHha) (Manu) (Ylljiiyavalkya) (Vi~qu) (Nllrada) (Vaikhllnasa) (Usanas) (Siitasarqhitll) 

Mixed Castes~ 

32. Ciicuka 
Vaisya + 
Siidra M 

33. Siicaka 
Vaisya + 
SCidra M 

34. Cal)qala Sudra + Siidra + Sudra + Sudra + Sudra + Sadra + Sudra + Sudra + Sudra + Sudra + 
Brahmal)a Brahmal)a Brahmal)a Brahmal)a Briihmal)a Brahmal)a Briihmal)a Briihmal)a Briihmal)a Briihmal)a 

35. Ksatr 
Siidra + Siidra + Sudra + Siidra + 
Ksatriya Briihmal)a Briihmal)a Ksatriya 

36. Vail)a Siidra + 
K$atriya 

37. Carmakara 
Sadra + 
Ksatriya 

38. Raiijaka 
Siidra + 

Ksatriya CU 

39. Velava 
Siidra + 
Ksatriy~ 

40. Antyiivasiiyin 
Siidra + 
Yaisya 

41. Ciikrika 
Siidra + 

Vaisya CU 
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Table- 6 

Table 2 of the Secondary Mixed- Castes, As in Various Dharma-Sutras and Sastras. 

Period of the Texts-+ 600 B.C.- 300 B.C. 200 B.C.-
100 A.D.- 300 A.D. 

100 A.D.- 200 A.D.-
600 A.D.- 900 A.D. 

200A.D. 400 A.D. 500 A.D. 
Texts-+ 

(Gautama) (llaudhayana) (Vasi~tha) (Manu) (Yajilyavalkya) (Vi~I)U) (Nilrada) (Vaikhanasa) (USanas) (Siitasall} hit a) 
Mixed Castes~ 

I. A pita 
Bnihmm)n + 
Dnu~ynntn 

2 Dhigvat)a Brahmat)a + 
Ayogava 

.l. Pill)gala 
Brahmat)a + 

Ayogava 

4. Abhlra Brahmat)a + 
Amba~tha 

Vaisya + 

5. Kukku(a Ni$ada I sndra + 
SUdra + Ni$iida 
Ni$iida 

6. Antyavasayin Cal)dala + 
Ni~lida 

7. Piil)d usopaka Cal)dala+ 
Vaidehaka 

8. Svapaca Ugra+ K$atr + Cal)diila+ Cal]dala + Cal)diila + 
K$atr Ugra Brahmal)a Vaisya Brahmal)a 

9. Sop aka Cal)dala + 
Pulkasa 

10. AhiiJdika 
Ni$ilda + 

Vaidehaka 

II. Kl!rl!vara Ni$!1da + 
Vaidehaka 

12. Kaivarta 
Ni$lida + 
Ayogava 

13. Margava Ni$lida + 
Ayogava 

14. Dasa Ni$iida+ 
Ayogava 

15. Adho-Nlipita Ni~ada + 
K$atriya 
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Table- 6 (Contd.) 

Period of the Texts-+ 600 B.C. 300 B.C. 
200 B.C.-

100 A.D. 300 A.D. 
100 A.D.- 200 A.D.-

200 A.D. 400 A.D. 500 A.D. 
600 A.D. 900 A.D. 

Texts-+ 
(Gautama) (Baudhllyana) (Vasi~tha) (Manu) (Ylljiiyavalkya) (Vi~qu) (Nllrada) (Vaikhllnasa) Mixed Castes+ (Usanas) (Sotasa"!hitll) 

16. Pulkasa Ni~ada + Ni~iida + 
SGdra SGdra 

17. Udhandhaka Khanaka + Sunika + 
Ksntrivn K~ntriva 

18. Kukunda M1\f:\adha + 
Sudra 

19. Kusnava Ambastha + 
Vaidehaka 

20. Khanaka Ayogava + 
K~atriva 

21. Sunika Ayogava + 
Ksatriva ·-

Ayogava + Ayogava + 22. TamropajTvin 
Briihmal)a Briihmal)a 

23. Carmakara Ayogava + 
Brahmal)a 

24. Guhaka 
Svapaca + 
Brahmal)a 

25. Tak~aka 
Sucaka + Sucaka + 
Brahmal)a Brahmal)a 

26. Nartaka 
Raiijaka + 

Vaisva 

27. Matsyabandhaka 
Taksaka + 
K~atriya 

21\. Mcda Vaidchaka + 
Ni~nda 

29. Maitreyaka Vaidehaka + 
Ayogava 

30. Vel)a Vaidehaka + 
Ambastha 

31. Sucika Vaidehaka + Vaidehaka + 
Ksatriva Ksatriva 

32. Raj aka Pulkasa + Pulkasa + Pulkasa + 
Brahmal)a Vaisva Brahmal)a 
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Table- 6 (Contd.) 

Period of the Texts-+ 600 B.C.- 300 B.C. 
200 B.C.-

100 A.D.- 300 A.D. 
100 A.D.- 200 A.D.- 600 A.D.- 900 A.D. 

200 A.D. 400 A.D. 500 A.D. 
Texts-+ 

(Gautama) (Baudhayana) (VasiHha) (Manu) (Yiljiiyavalkya) (Vi~qu) (Nilrada) (Vaikhanasa) (Usanas) (Sotasan)hita) 
Mixed Castes4 

:\.\. Rathakara 
Mahi$ya + 

Karal)a 

34. Ver)uka 
Madgu + Siita + Napita+ 
Brahmal)a Briihrnar)a Bn1hrnar)a 

35. Sairindhra Dasyu + 
Ayogava 
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CHAPTER-2 

Rationalising the Birth-Myths in the Adfparvan 

Mahiibhiirata. 

Introduction: 

As we have seen in the previous 

chapter, the problem of allotting a specific van'}a comes clearly to the 

forefront, while discussing the van:zasarhkara pattern in the early Indian 

society. This is a problem, which I believe, can never be solved fully by having 

the silstra, smrti and the siltra texts as the only source of information. It can be 

seen that these texts present a dual hindrance regarding the above study. On 

one hand, they present a typically prescriptive nature where the role of 

guesswork becomes important while painting the practical arena, and on the 

other hand they are full of contradictions and conflicts regarding the said 

aspect of awarding a specific varlJa to a mixed- varlJa identity. 

Following the above reasons, an 

incomplete, and somewhat haphazard, picture evolves regarding the concept of 

van:zasmhkara, which was, without any doubt, a social reality. Owing to the 
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fact that the law-codes were not enough a source, the text of Mahabharata 

(period of composition -between 400B.C. to 400 A.D. approx.) remains the 

best 'indicative' source one can have to study the varf)asarhkaras. Moreover, 

while the law-codes are of a prescriptive nature, the text of Mahabharata can 

very well paint us a picture indicating the social positions of the 

varf)asarhkaras. 

However, there remain a few 

problems regarding the usage of the above text for our purpose. One can never 

be sure about the actual practice following a text, as literature follows a certain 

narrative and often gives itself in to the demand of the fixed framework. Also, 

the very authenticity of the text is doubted by asking whether it really 

happened or not. Still, one can say that, any piece of literature can never be 

totally detached from the contemporary social picture. It has to use the present 

society, at the time, as its base for laying down a story. Also, not going into the 

debate of the said text being a reality or a myth, one can say that the very fact 

that it was composed in the period almost the same for that of the law-codes, 

helps us to get to its contemporary society. Regarding the concept of the 

vanwsarhkara, Mahabharata poses as a mine of information about their 

practical treatment i!l the society. The portrayal of the characters, like, 

SatyavatT, Dhrtara$~ra, PaQqu and Vidura shows us the shades of the strategy 
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applied by the society for the treatment of the vanJasarhkaras. We can also 

notice the character of Karr)a as being an unusual case. Here, there is a conflict 

between his real and borne identity. 

Coming to the original topic, it 

can very clearly be seen that the Adiparvan, or the 'book of the beginning' 1, is 

the ground where all the chief characters of the text are being introduced. 

Being the first book or parva of the Mahabharata, it explains the forthcoming 

conflicts in the early life of its major characters. Also, the 'super-human' 

characters, performing larger than life stunts in the subsequent portions of the 

text, gets the 'super-human' tag being attached to them in this very parva. A 

lot of this was done through mystifying the birth stories of these characters. In 

most of the cases, the text shows numinous births of them, or them taking birth 

out of a supernatural situation quite unlike the common men and women. In 

the light of the above, the reader can very easily differentiate between the good 

and the bad characters; the good is born with a lot of good and pious signs, 

while the bad is with blasphemous signs. Also, along with the above, one can 

see a parallel process going on, which regulates the social position of these 

characters. It is by looking into these processes that I hope to bring out the 

social treatment of the van:wsarhkaras. 

1 As put by J.A.B. Van Buitenen in his translation of the critical edition of the text. 
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The Birth -Myths: 

As I have already said, the births 

in the Adiparvan are presented in a way to introduce the reader to the major 

characters of the text. The myths associated with them suggest the quality of 

the character; that is the goodness or the badness of the same. Though it can be 

said that this projects a sense of favouritism in the mind of the reader, this is 

what was expected from the text of Mahabharata; the victory of the good, by 

vanquishing the bad. Let us now look at the birth myths in the chosen section 

of the text, having a special attention towards the aspect of varf)a allotment. 

It can be seen that, in the 

Adiparvan Mahiibhiirata there are about 46 to 48 births2
, which are either 

connected with some myth or are presenting an interesting varf)a allotment or 

are depicting the birth of the major characters in the text. I have tried to divide 

these birth stories into four categories, with due overlapping. This I did 

according to the (a) marital identity of the parents, (b) probable van;asarhkara 

identity of the child, (c) various interventions resulting the birth and (d) factors 

2 Out of which, only 19 have married parents. 
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like niyoga and adoption applied in the birth. Let us now have a look at these 

birth myths/stories having a close eye on the varna aspect. 

The first birth m this regard, 

which comes to the notice, is that of the seer Somasravas3
. His father is the 

seer Srutasravas, who is a briihmana, and mother is a snake woman (varna 

unknown). Here we can presume that the varna identity of the child should 

have been a tricky issue. Also we can see two kinds of intervention in this 

birth. They are, (a) the seer's (father) powers, and (b) other community (the 

snakes or the Niigas). Regarding the variJa allotment, surprisingly enough, the 

child is taken to be a briihmal}a and was regarded as a member of his father's 

community. We shall see later that this was not always the norm, and we do 

have examples4 of same kind of birth where the child was denied his father's 

varna and was taken into his mother's non-Aryan community. Though the 

varl}a of Somasravas was never disclosed, we do have enough proof to suggest 

his briihmal]a identity. He was seen to have been appointed by the king 

Janamejaya as his priest, an occupation reserved for the briihma!Ja till this 

date. Interestingly, this king organised a massive massacre of the snakes 

through a grand sacrifice, and Somasravas was not mentioned in the list of the 

3 1.3.14.- Mahabharata (critical edition by V.S. Sukthankar, translated into English by J.A.B. 

Van Buitenen). I will further refer to this text as Mbh. 
4 Ghatotkaca, whose father was BhTma and mother was Hicjimba, a rtik$asl. 
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priests of that sacrifice5
• Thus, overall, it remains a hazy picture regarding the 

varlJa allotment of Somasravas; following what rules was he not called a 

vanJasarhkara, it remains unclear. However, this birth can be quoted as a great 

example of inter-community marital/sexual relationship, that too between a 

briihmaYJa and a niiga. 

The next birth that I find 

interesting is that of the seer Cyavana6
• His father was the great Bhrgu 

(briihmaYJa) and mother was Puloma. The varfJa of Puloma is not discussed, 

but we do not have any otherwise information of her being anything other than 

a briihmaYJa, as she is seen as the married wife of the renowned seer Bhrgu. 

The interesting portion of this birth lies, not in the varlJa allotment, but in the 

myth associated with it. It is said that when Puloma was carrying Cyavana, a 

rii~asa of the name Puloman, seized her from the hermitage of Bhrgu, in the 

guise of a boar. The child, she was carrying fell, angrily, from the womb, and 

the rii~asa died by the mere sight of the child. Since the child fell from the 

womb, he was called Cyavana (< cyuta =fallen). This story is quite interesting 

as it suggests a few social possibilities, which are, however, outside our 

concerned area. The fact that Puloma welcomed Puloman into the hermitage 

following a normal behaviour, suggests a possible intermingling between 

5 Mbh. 1.48.5-1 0. 
6 Mbh. 1.6.1. 
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different communities. This, however, can be seen from other examples also 

from the text. 

The birth story of Pramadvara7
, 

which comes next along our study, can be seen under two lights; that of vanJa 

and adoption. This female child's father (biological) was Visvavasu, the king 

of the Gandharvas8
, and her mother was the Apsarii Menaka. The story goes 

that Menaka abandoned her child at the door steps of the seer Sthulakesa, a 

briihma!Ja, and left the scene. Visavasu also is never mentioned again. The seer 

Sthulakesa brought her up and married her to the seer Ruru (grandson of 

Cyavana, briihma1Ja). This suggests that the var!Ja of the child was the same of 

her step - father, Sthulake5a, i.e. briihmafJa. In many of the cases like this, it 

can be seen that the child gets the varfJa of his/her step - father, and not that of 

the original parents. We shall come across a situation9
, where the step- father 

openly declares his fatherhood over the child. Another interesting observation 

which comes out, is the fact that, in a lot of the cases of adoption in our text, 

there is always an Apsarii present there as the mother of the child. In this case, 

we can also see a dual intervention, made by the seer and the Apsarii. 

However, regarding the varfJa allotment, it seems that the step- father's varfJa 

7 Mbh. 1.8.7-10. 
8 Centaurs. 
9 ln the incident ofSakuntala. 
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is being awarded to the child. Moreover, it seems that the parental identity of 

the child sums up to her step- father, and nobody else. 

We can find another interesting 

situation in the next birth, which is of Arul}a and Garuqa10
• Both of them had 

the briihmal}a Kasyapa as their father and Vinatii as their mother. The varl}a of 

Vinata is difficult to decipher, as it is not mentioned. She is the daughter of the 

Prajiipati Dak$a (son of Brahma, the God). It is as difficult to determine the 

varl}a of her father, as her own. However, since she was married to a 

briihmal)a, it seems safe to call her a brfihmal)a. Coming back to her children, 

it seems interesting that none of them were human, but birds. These children of 

Vinata were birds, born out of eggs, after 500 and I 000 years passed 

respectively since their mother laid them. From the other wife of Kasyapa, 

Kadru (also the daughter of Dak$a), took birth 1000 children 11
• These children 

of Kadru were snakes, born out of their eggs, after 500 years passed since their 

mother laid them. Leave alone the varl)a classification of these children, their 

human identity seems to be missing. There can be many explanations for the 

above. I feel it was due to the requirement of the 'snake- sacrifice' story, that 

they were assigned the above identity. Also the enmity between the sons of 

10 Mbh. 1.14.5-20. 

II Ibid. 
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Kadru and Vinata may have given the symbolic identity of snakes and birds 

(snake eating). 

The next birth 12
, which is that of 

AstTka's, can be said to be the culminating one in the line of the 'snake -

sacrifice' story. The father of the child here was a brahma!Ja, named Jaratkaru. 

He married the mother of the child, also named Jaratkaru, who was the sister of 

the snake king Vasuki. AstTka can be seen to have born with a mission; that to 

save his maternal relatives (especially Tak~aka) from king Janamejaya's snake 

- sacrifice. Thus we witness a pre - planned birth. The story goes that his 

father abandoned his mother, just before his birth and he was taken into his 

maternal community. However he retained his paternal identity, as banking on 

it he was able to save his relatives. The var!Ja of this child also, can not be 

known for sure. Such grave the emergency was that the var!Ja ambiguity of the 

bride and the groom is just not cared about. All that matters here is the birth of 

the child. However, it seems that he was a carrying a brahma!Ja identity, and 

was addressed so during the sacrifice by the king Janamejaya. Here again we 

can see a possible var?wsamkara identity negated in the text. 

The next birth that comes in the 

list is again an interesting one. This is the birth story ofGirika 13
• Her mother is 

12 Mbh. 1.43.30. 
13 Mbh. 1.57.35. 
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said to be a river, Suktimatf, and her father a mountain, Kolahala. One can 

never know the exact var~w of Girika or her parents. However, Girika might be 

getting the f0atriya status after marrying the king, Vasu, who saved her mother 

(Suktimati) blocked by her father (Kolahala), by kicking the mountain 

Kolahala. This indeed is an interesting situation, where a lot of symbolism 

seems to have been applied. However, the aspect of the varf]a allotment, again, 

can be seen to have been avoided in the text. 

Following the above birth, the 

text introduces another one of the same kind. This is the birth story of 

Satyavat114
, an important character in the text. Her mother is Adrika, an 

Apsarii, who became a fish after being cursed by a briihmal]a. Her father is the 

king Vasu, about whom we have discussed in the above section. The story goes 

that Vasu's seed fell down, while he was thinking about his wife (Girika), in 

the river and the Apsariilfish Adrika swallowed it. From her were born 

Satyavatf and her twin brother. The vama of her is not stated, but it is possible 

that she carried her step - father's (fisherman king, Dhivarariija) varl]a 

(siidra), as she pursued and helped her step- father in his work of ferrying the 

river Yamuna. Her twin brother, interestingly, in subsequent times became the 

king Matsya. In the later times she became the wife of king Santanu. The 

van.w situation is quite complex here. Still we see no ink spent on this in the 

14 Mbh. 1.57.40-55. 
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text. It seems that they were just not bothered about it. Even during her 

marriage with the king, other issues were raised, but not the varf]a issue. 

Next comes the most interesting 

birth of all, especially regarding the varf}a aspect. This is the birth of Vyasa 15
• 

Here we have the example of a definite var"(lasarhkara child, whose social 

treatment does not correspond with the Dharma siitras. His father was 

Parasara, a briihmaf]a, and his mother was Satyavati, a siidra. Vyasa was 

considered a briihmaf}a, though he should not have been one but a nisiida16
• 

Even if SatyavatT is taken to be a /cyatriya (varf}a of her biological father, 

Vasu) then also Vyasa do not remain a briihmaf]a but still a var"(lasarhkara. 

This gets very interesting, when it is seen that a possible var"(lasarhkara was 

able to, not only shook off his possible social identity, but took up a varf}a 

revered by all, that is briihmaf}a. Nowhere else do we have an example 

suggesting a likewise process. The incident of Visvamitra projected rigorous 

hardship before becoming briihmaf}a, and it was much clearly mentioned there. 

Here it seems Vyasa stole the briihmaf]a identity to nobody's notice. 

15 Mbh. 1.57.69-70. 

16 Vivekanand Jha- ··varf)asamkara in the Dharma Sutras: Theory and Practice.", JESHO, 

1970, pp. 279. 
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The next birth in line is that of 

Dak~a's 17 . His father is the supreme God Brahma, from whose right thumb he 

took his birth. Thus he did not have any mother. His var1'}a can not be 

deciphered from the above description. But he was considered as a briihma1'}a. 

However Brahma is said to be carrying the kingly qualities or rajogii1'}as. 

Following the above he should have been a lcyatriya. But the celestial 

happenings do not always follow the social norms. Interestingly, his wife 18 

took her birth from the left thumb of the same God Brahma. Normally, they 

should have been brother and sister, but were seen as husband and wife. To an 

extent, this myth can be equated with the story of Adam and Eve in the Bible. 

The next birth, of Aurva19
, is 

quotable following the myth it carries. Aurva is said to be born out of his 

mother's (Aru~i, daughter of Manu) thigh, with his father as Cyavana, the 

briihma1'}a. Following this he was called Aurva (< Oru =thigh). 

The birth of Sakuntala20
, which 

comes next, is another incident where the aspect of adoption comes in. Her 

biological father was Visvamitra (formerly a lcyatriya, later became a 

briihma1Ja), and the mother was the Apsarii Menaka. She was left by Menaka 

17 Mbh. 1.60.9-11. 
18 Ibid. 

19 Mbh. 1.60.45. 
20 Mbh. 1.66.8-9. 
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at the doorsteps of the seer Kanva. Clear-cut suggestions are given by Kanva21 

to suggest his fatherhood over Sakuntala. Both her biological parents left her, 

while Kanva picked, as well as, brought her up. Kanva also performed the duty 

of a father by marrying her to the king Duh~anta. It is here that he proclaims 

her fatherhood. During the marriage Sakuntala was considered as the daughter 

ofKanva, although mentions of her biological parents did came up. Thus it can 

be concluded, that the adopted child used to get the varl]a of his/her step -

father, and not of the biological parents. To quote Kanva, 

sarfrakrt priil]adiitii yasya ciinniini bhuiijate 

krame11a te trayo 'py uktiiiJ pitaro dharmaniscaye22 

[In the decisions of the Law they quote three kinds of father respectively: the 

one who begets the child's body, the one who saves its life, and the one who 

gives it food.] 

eva1h duhitaram viddlti mama saumya sakunta/iim 

sakunta/ii ca pitaram manyate mam aninditii23 

[Thus, you should know, did Sakuntala become my daughter, good friend, and 

innocently Sakuntala thinks of me as her father.] 

21 Mbh. 1.66.13. 
22 Ibid. 
23 Mbh. 1.66.15. 
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The next birth in line is that of 

SakuntaHi's son, Sarvadamana (Bharata)24
, with king Duh~anta as his father. 

Bharata is considered to be a lcyatriya, born out of the Giindharva marriage 

between his parents, who were of differing var1Ja, as Sakuntala was a 

briihmalJa (following her step -father, Kanva) and Duh~anta was a lcyatriya. 

His mother bore him for 3 years before giving birth. There arises a confusion 

during Duh~anta's public announcement designating Sakuntala as his married 

wife. However, it was settled before storming up, and Sakuntala was 

acknowledged by everyone as the queen of Duh~anta. 

Next we come to the birth of 

Yadu and Turva5u25
, who were the children of Devayanl (daughter of the seer 

Sukracarya, and thus a briihmal]a) and king Y ayati (lcyatriya). It is here for the 

first and only time in the Adfparvan Mahiibhiirata that a debate over the 

possible implications of a cross- variJa marriage comes up. This very question 

comes up before the marriage of their parents. Interestingly, here we have the 

bride's father, Sukracarya, a great rsi, actually absolving the possible sin 

arising out of such cross- varlJa marriages26
. Regarding the incident it is given 

in the text that Yayati says to Sukracarya, 

24 Mbh. 1.68.1. 
25 Mbh. I. 77.5-6. 
26 Mbh. I. 76.31-33. 
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adharmo na sprsed evath maltiiu miim ilta bhiirgava 

variJasathkarajo braltmamz iti tviim pravpJomy altam27 

[Let no great breach of the dharma taint me, Bhargava, because of this mixing 

ofvar1Ja, briihma1}a; this boon I beseech of you.] 

To this, Sukracarya replied, 

adltarmiit tviith vimUiiciimi varayasva yatheNitam 

asmin viviilte mii gliisfr a/tam piipath nudiimi ti8 

[I free you from the breach of the dharma; choose her freely for your bride. Do 

not shrink from this marriage; I myself absolve your sin.] 

This is the only time that the 

var1Ja aspect is discussed in the whole text. The possible implication of this 

might be the fact that the bride was quite impatient regarding the marriage, and 

the groom was full of caution. However the variJa allotment of Yadu is not 

clear. He was supposedly a lcyatriya, but the Yiidava clan (deriving from him) 

was surely looked down upon. 

We can find another interesting 

development in the next birth story. This is of the brothers Druhyu, Anu and 

27 Mbh. 1.76.31. 
28 Mbh. 1.76.32. 
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Puru29
• Their father was the king Y ayati and mother was Sarmi~tha, the 

daughter of the Diinava king Vr~aparva (possibly /qatriya). Their parents were 

not married. Sarmi~tha was the slave of Yayati' s wife Devayani Here we have 

an example of extra - marital relationship, where the children get royal 

attention and patronage. Moreover, following some implications, the youngest 

son, Puru, becomes the next king by inheriting his father. This suggests both 

legal and social identity of the children born from an extra - marital 

relationship. 

We get another example of an 

Apsarii intervention in the next birth30
, which is of 10 sons of the king 

Raudrasva. The mother was the Apsarii, named Anadhr~ti. It is being said that 

from the eldest of these sons, .Rcepu, the Kuru genealogy followed. 

Example of seer intervention is 

supplied by the next birth, which is of Bhumanyu's31
. King Bharata got him 

from the seer Bharadvaja, through grand sacrifices. This was done as the other 

sons of the king Bharata were not capable enough to inherit him, as according 

to Bharata. 

29 Mbh. 1.77.26. 
30 Mbh. 1.89.7. 
31 Mbh. 1.89.18. 
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Next in line we have the birth of 

one of the ~hief characters of the Mahabhilrata, Devavrata32 or BhT~ma. His 

mother was the river Ganga (varfJa is unknown), and the father was the king 

Santanu. Santanu did not know his wife was the river Ganga, who came to him 

in a human form. Nor did Santanu, love blind, tried to know anything about 

this woman. Devavrata was the eighth and the last son out of their union. The 

rest were killed by their mother right after their birth. The myth goes that they 

·were the celestial Vasus, cursed by the seer Vasi~tha. The varl)a allotment of 

Devavrata, again gives the reader a slip. However, following his subsequent 

treatment, it seems that he inherited his father's varl)a (lcyatriya). 

After the above, we enter into the 

main portion of the text, where the major characters are being introduced. The 

next birth in line is that of Citrangada and Vicitravlrya33
• They were the 

children of the king Santanu (lcyatriya) and SatyavatT (siidra). There never 

seems to be any problem rising for their varf}a identity. They are invariably 

taken to be lcyatriyas, though they should not have been one, ideally. Their 

var~wsarhkara identity seems to be eaten up by the huge rooms of the royal 

palace. Their lcyatriya identity came from their father; this we know as they 

each became king, for a short while. 

32 Mbh. 1.92.46. 
33 Mbh. 1.95.1. 
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Regarding the birth of 

Dhrtara~tra34 , a number of complications can be witnessed. His mother was 

Ambika (daughter of the king of Kasi, thus /cyatriya), and the biological father 

was Vyasa (brahmal]a), while the social/legal father was VicitravTrya35 (who 

was also the husband of his mother). Here the niyoga practice is seen to have 

been applied. Since VicitravTrya died before being a father, his maternal 

brother Vyasa was asked by SatyavatT to propel the family further. Here we see 

the rules of niyoga being followed properly, as according to the Dharma -

Sastras; that they should only meet when in emergency and for the sole 

purpose of child -birth. Here the aspect of van;asarhkara gets more complex 

and confusing. If the child is supposed to inherit the social father's varf]a, then 

we have definite doubts over the varl]a of VicitravTrya. This is also true, when 

regarding the biological father, Vyiisa. The exact varl]a of this child is, thus 

very difficult to decipher. However, Dhrtara~tra is widely considered as a 

/cyatriya, though he was ineligible to rule following his blindness. Even his 

blindness is said to be rooted in his birth. The myth goes that, Ambika closed 

her eyes during her meeting with Vyasa, thus giving birth to a blind child36
. 

34 Mbh. 1.1 00. 1-10. 
35 Discussed in the previous section. 
36 Vyasa declared upon the pregnancy of Ambika that, 

11iigiiyutasamapriii}O vidvii11 riijar$iSattamaiJ 

mahiibhiigo mahiivlryo mahiibuddhir bhavi$yati 
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The same story gets repeated 

when regarding the birth of Pal)qu37
. The mother here was Ambalika (sister of 

Ambika). Regarding the varY}a identity, it is the same as above. It is said, since 

Dhrt:ara~tra was blind, and was not able to be enthroned, Satyavatl asked Vyasa 

to produce another child upon the second wife of Vicitravirya, Ambalika, this 

time. However, even Paqqu did not satisfied Satyavatl, as he was of a sickly 

Following the above reasons, we 

come to the next birth along the line, which is ofVidura's39
, whose biological 

father was Vyasa, and mother was a slave woman (sudra). Satyavatl wanted 

another child and asked Ambika, who got frightened and sent a slave woman 

instead of herself to Vyasa. Vyasa was so pleased with her servings, that he 

tasya ciipi satam putrii bhavi$ya11ti mahiibafiil] 

kitit tu miitul} sa vaigw.tyiid a11dha eva bhavi$yati 

[He shall be a man with the vigour of a myriad elephants, a wise and great royal seer, of great 

fortune, great prowess and great spirit, and he shall have a hundred powerful sons. But because 

of his mother's defect of virtue, he shall be blind.] Mbh. 1.100.9-10. 
37 Mbh. l.l 00.15-19. 
38 Vyasa said to Ambalika, 

yasmiit pii1Jlfutvam iipa1111ii viriipam prek$ya miim a pi 

tasmiid e$a sutas tubhya1it piit.ttfur eva bhavi$yati 

lliima ciisya tad eveha bhaviBJati subhiillalle 

[Since you paled when you saw my ugliness, you shall have a son of a sickly pallor, and so his 

name shall be Piil)QU the pale, woman of the lovely face.) Mbh. l.l 00.17-ISa. 
39 Mbh. 1.100.26-27. 
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pronounced her free of bondage40
. However, the var!Ja of Vidura remains a 

mystery. It is for sure that he was a van)asarhkara, but nowhere in the text is 

his exact varl]a being decided. We can also not be sure, if his birth was the 

outcome of a niyoga or not. The marital status of the slave woman is never 

disclosed. However, Vidura had his position in the palace as a prince and later 

enjoyed the post of the minister in the royal court (but never did he become a 

king, following his maternal identity). 

The next birth in line is that of 

Kama's41
• His father is said to be the Sun God, Siirya42

, and his mother is 

Kunti (/cyatriya). In him we find an interesting case regarding the var!Ja 

40 The text says, 

utti$Jhann abravfd eniim abhuji$yii bhavi$yasi 

ayam ca te sub he garb hal] srfmiin udaram iigatal! 

dharmiitmii bhavitii toke sarvabuddhimatiirh vara~t 

sa jajiie viduro niima kr$1JUdvaipiiyaniitmajal] 

dhrtarii$_trasya ca bhriitii piil}qos ciimitabuddhimiin 

[When he (Vyasa) rose, he said to her (the slave woman), "you shall cease to be a slave. There 

is a child come to your belly, my lovely, an illustrious man-child who shall be mindful of the 

dharma and become the most sagacious man in the world." Thus was born Vidura, son of 

Kn>lJa Dvaipayana, the immeasurably sage brother of Dhrtara~~ra and Pfu)c)u.] Mbh. 1.100.26-

27. 
41 Mbh. 1.104.10-15. 
42 In the present day context, he is considered to be a 4atriya. However. even after repeated 

attempts, I could not correspond this with our text, i.e. the Adiparvan of the Mahiibhiirata. 

Nowhere in the text of our concern is Surya mentioned as a k~atriya, nor \\e can find his vartJa 

being discussed anywhere in the text. 
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identity. Karl}a was probably the only pure lcyatriya in the Kuru - Pal}qava 

family of his generation43
• However, he was deserted by Kunti after his birth, 

and a suta, named Adhiratha, picked him and brought him up. All along his 

life, in the whole text of Mahabharata, nobody, except a few, knew his real 

identity, and all along he was treated as a sutaputra. Questions also remain 

over the identity of Karl}a's social/legal father; whether it was Pal}qu, who 

married his mother, or was it Adhiratha, who brought him up and gave him 

life. However, even after knowing his real identity, Kama preferred himself to 

be called as a sutaputra, and not as the son of Kunti. 

Regarding the birth of the I 00 

sons (Duryodhana etc.)44 of Gandhari (lcyatriya), there lies an interesting myth. 

The father here was Dhrtara~tra45 • Gandhari originally gave birth to a lump of 

flesh. She was about to throw it away when Vyasa intervened and asked her to 

put it into I 00 pots filled with 'ghee'. From it, after due time. I 00 sons and I 

daughter took birth. The daughter's name was Duijsala. This myth probably 

awards the 'badness' to Duryodhana and his brothers; especially when we look 

at the complications out of which they took birth. However, if there was any 

43 Ibid. 
44 Mbh. 1.107.7-19. 
45 Previously discussed. 
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problem regarding the varlJa allotment to the children, for Dhrtara~tra being an 

alleged van:wsamkara, we have no indications for that. 

Dhrtara~tra produced another son 

in the womb of a siidra woman46
. This son's name was Yuyutsu. The exact 

varlJa of Yuyutsu is unknown, though it is clear that he was not treated like a 

/cyatriya, although he lived in the palace along with the other princes. He being 

definitely a var~wsarhkara was looked down upon. However, his exact varYJa is 

not stated in the text. 

Next we come to a series of 

stories told by Pfu}qu to Kunti and vice versa. The first birth discussed here is 

ofDurjaya's47
• his mother was Saral}qayini (her varYJa is not discussed, but she 

is said to be the wife of a lcyatriya) and the biological father was a briihmaYJa. 

His mother got him through the niyoga practice, after his social/legal fathe~ 

died childless. This story is quoted by Panqu to Kunti, while pursuing her to 

follow the niyoga system. The varlJa allotment is not discussed here. 

In the reply Kunti told Pal}qu this 

story. King Vyu~itasva gave birth48 to 3 Salva and 4 Madra children upon his 

wife Bhadra, after his death. This he did through his yogic powers. 

46 Mbh. 1.107 .35. 
47 Mbh. 1.111.33-36. 
48 Mbh. 1.112.30-3~. 
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In reply Pat}qu quoted the birth 

story of Asmaka49
, whose mother was Madayanti, wife of king Kalma~apada 

Saudasa. She got this child through the niyoga system. She appointed Vasi~tha, 

after her husband asked her to do so. Even in this story, the varf}a allotment of 

the child is left not clarified. 

Following the above 

conversation, we come to the birth of the first three PaQqavas, Yudhi~thira50, 

Bhima51 and Arjuna52
. Yudhi~thira took his birth out of Kunti, as his mother 

and the Dharma God as his biological father. This was a birth out of the niyoga 

system. Here PaQqu, who was his social/legal father, ordered Kunti to have a 

child following the niyoga practice, as he himself was unable to produce 

children. Same was the case with Bhima and Arjuna. But Kunti got them from 

the air-God Vayu and the king of Gods Indra, respectively. Nowhere in the 

portion of the text, has the varQa aspect of these children been discussed, 

though there remains a fair amount of doubt regarding the same. Divine links 

do not always answer everything. The major question that arises is, whether 

the children born out of a niyoga union, inherited their social/legal father's 

varf}a, or was it their biological father's vanJa that they inherited. Following 

49 Mbh. 1.113.21-23. 
50 Mbh. 1.114.5-7. 
51 Mbh. I.l14.10-12. 
52 Mbh. 1.114.27. 
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the text it is very difficult to get the answer, though it seems that they inherited 

the var1Ja of their social/legal father. The case still lies unsolved, as we do not 

even know the var1Ja of PaiJQU. 

The next birth along the line is of 

the twin PaiJqavas, Nakula and Sahadeva53
• On PaiJqu's request Kunti taught 

the Aviihana mantra (summoning charm) to Madri, her co-wife, and asked her 

to get a child from any one God. Madri, instead called the twin Gods (Asvins) 

and had twin, sons. Kunti felt cheated and refused to help Madri with the 

mantra any more. The same pattern of the niyoga practice can be seen here. 

Even here the varT]a aspect is left untouched. 

Next in line, we come to the birth 

of Krpa and Krpi54
• They have no mother and have a myth associated with 

their birth. Their father, Saradvat (briihma1Ja) saw the Apsarii Jalapadi and 

spilled his seeds. His seeds fell down on a reed stalk and got split into two. 

From one was born Krpa, the boy and from the other was born Krpi, the girl. 

They were later adopted by the king Santanu. However, they seem to have 

retained their original varl]a of being briihmal]a, as the boy became the 

53 Mbh. l.ll5.16-17. 
54 Mbh. l.l20.12-18. 
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weaponry teacher and the girl became the wife of the briihmaf}a Drof1a. This is 

quite interesting, as we have had examples55 which suggest otherwise. 

The birth myth of Dro11a56
, IS 

almost of the same kind. When the seer Bharadvaja saw the Apsarii Ghrtacl, 

nude, he shred his sperms on a trough. From that trough was born Dro11a. Even 

here the question of the possible vama identity of the child remains 

unanswered. 

We can also find an interesting 

myth regarding the birth of Dro11a's son Asvatthama57
. His mother was Krpi58

. 

After the birth, the child cried out and the range of his voice went to the 

horizons like a horse. That is why he was named Asvatthama. He was named 

as a briihmaf}a in the subsequent portions of the text. 

Coming to the next birth, we can 

find a trace of another inter- community connection. This is the birth story of 

Ghatotkaca59
• His father was Bhima60 and mother was the rii/cyasf Hiqimba. 

This is an example of inter- community marriage. Bhima killed the brother of 

the bride, Hiqimba, before marrying her. Their son however, was seen inducted 

55 The incident of Sakuntala. 
56 Mbh. 1.12 1.4-6. 
57 Mbh. 1.121.12-14. 
58 Pr~viously discussed. 
59 Mbh. 1.143.27-28. 
60 Previously discussed. 
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within his maternal (ra/cyasa) community. That is why we do not have any 

other option but to award him his maternal varf}a, even which is unknown. 

Regarding the next birth, we can 

again see a birth for a specific purpose. This was the birth of Dhr~!adyumna 

and his sister Kr~IJa (who is better known as Draupadi)61
• They evolved from 

the sacrificial fire, in which their mother also had her contributions. Their 

father was the king Drupada and the mother was his wife, Pr~ati. Here we can 

see another birth for a purpose. However, this was not a normal birth. King 

Drupada wanted a son who would destroy Drol}a for him. In his quest he met 

the seer Yaja, who promised to organise a grand sacrifice to satisfy the king's 

needs. At the end of the sacrifice, a youth and a maiden arose from the 

sacrificial fire. The youth was to be the slayer of Drol}a, while the maiden will 

lead the kings to the battle, where it would happen; so was said. 

We can also find a birth in our 

list, which is that ofKuru's62
• He had his mother as TapatT, daughter of the Sun 

God, and the father as the king Samvaral}a. This story is chanted, probably to 

award the solar link to the Kuru family, as Tapatr was the daughter of the Sun 

God. Sort of divine legitimacy gained for the Kuru genealogy. 

61 Mbh. 1.155.37-50. 
62 Mbh. I. 163.25. 
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Next in line we come to the birth 

of Babhruvahana63
. His father was Arjuna64 and mother was the princess of 

Manipur, Citrangada. They also have a myth associated with this birth. During 

his exile, Arjuna saw Citrangada and wanted to marry her. However, it was 

only after Arjuna accepted the conditions made by the bride's father, king 

Citravahana, that he could do so. The king wanted the son, who would be born 

from this union, to belong to his dynasty and not to that of Arjuna's. Arjuna 

accepted. However, yet again we do not find the varYJa aspect being discussed 

in the text. 

In the next segment, we find the 

birth of Abhimanyu65
. He had Arjuna as his father and Subhadra, sister of 

Kr~ma, as his mother. The marriage was formally done after Arjuna abducted 

Subhadra. This is Rak~asa form of marriage, which, it seems, had not gone out 

of practice yet. The child, however, seems to be belonging to his maternal 

relatives more. 

Draupadi, after marrymg the 

Paqqavas, gave birth to five sons66
, with the father being the five Paqqavas. 

Prativindhya by Yudhi~thira, Sutasoma by BhTma, Srutakarman by Arjuna, 

63 Mbh. 1.207.20-25. & Mbh. 1.209.24-25. 
64 Previously discussed. 
65 Mbh. 1.213.59-63. 
66 Mbh. 1.213. 70-80. 
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SatanTka by Nakula and Srutasena by Sahadeva. They were all born one after 

another, a year apart. 

There is one more along the line 

of births in the Adiparvan Mahtibhtirata. This one is the birth story of five 

Sarngaka birds67
• Their mother's name was Jarita (another Samgaka bird) and 

the father was the seer Mandapala (brtihmal]a). It is said that the seer 

Mandapala wanted children, lots of them and quick. Thus he assumed the form 

of a Samgaka bird and obtained five children from the eggs laid by another 

Samgaka bird, Jarita. This story again suggests the possible interaction 

between different communities. Though the children obtained were birds, 

interestingly they were said to be retaining their paternal varl]a identity. 

67 Mbh. 1.220.15-17. 
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Conclusion: 

After we have had a look at the 

birth myths in the Adiparvan of the Mahiibhiirata, let us now study the patterns 

that emerge from the above study. Out of the 46 odd birth stories that we have 

looked into, only a mere 19 were born of married parents. The rest were either 

the result of an affair or the niyoga system. This practice seems to be quite 

popular among the royal class. Almost all the niyoga stories that we came 

across were connected with the royal class. This is quite natural as the 

requirement of finding an heir can lead to desperate measures. 

One can also observe a great deal 

of outside interventions in the births. Sometimes it is an Apsarii who is 

involved, sometimes it is the seer and sometimes we find examples of 

members of another community involved in the process of the birth. These 

interventions, especially from that of the other community, suggest a definite 

process of acculturation, even though it may not always be a conscious 

attempt. The stories of the birth of Somasravas, the likes of the five Sarngaka 

birds, of Ghatotkaca, or of the birth of A.stika or Girika, all suggest the above 

process. It seems to be a parallel process, not disturbing the brahmanical social 

fabric, but helping it by contributing to it. 
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Coming to the most important 

question of our study, viz., the var!Ja identity of the child, the text is 

surprisingly quiet. Barring the incident of the birth of Yadu and Turvasu, 

nowhere in the text can be seen any attempt to justify and explain the var!Ja of 

the child. However, at times it seems that the child carries the var!Ja of the step 

- father, which is shown in examples such as, Pramadvara, Satyavatl and 

Sakuntala. On the other hand, we also come across the examples of Krpa and 

Krpi who retained the varf}a of their biological father. One cannot even say 

that the superior varf}a was chosen following the case of Satyavatf where she 

was given her step-father's varf}a siidra, while her biological father's var!Ja 

was /cyatriya. The most appropriate concluding statement would be that the text 

did not care to establish the varf}a of these offsprings. What it does suggest is 

that varf}a transgressions in marriage and outside of the marital relationship 

was common and, while it solved the problem of issues, created different sets 

of problems. These must be looked into more closely for a more complete 

picture. 

----------){----------
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Table -1 

Table of Married Parents, in the iidiparvan Mahiibhiirata. 

S.No. Verse Child (v) Mother (v) Father (v) Comments 

Puloma 
"the Rak~asa assumed the guise of a boar, brahmin, and seized her with the 

I. 1.6.1 
Cyavana (not stated; Bhrgu speed of wind and thought. And the child she boar alive in her womb, o 

(Brahmal)a) (Brahmal)a) descendent of the Bhrgus, angrily fell from his mother's womb and thus 
but can be Brahmal)a) 

became known as Cyavana." =The Bard (1.6.1) 

Arul)a & Garucja 
Vinata 

Ka5yapa These children of Vinata were birds, born out of eggs, after 500 and 1000 years 
2. 1.14.5-20 (?, daughter of 

(?,Birds) 
Prajapati Dak~a) 

(Brahmal)a) passed respectively since their mother laid them. 

3. -do-
1000 Snakes Kadru 

-do-
These children of Kadru were snakes, born out of their eggs, after 500 years 

(?,Snakes) (-do-) passed since their mother laid them. 
J aratkaru 

4. 1.43.30 
AstTka (Snake woman, sister Jaratkaru Born with a purpose of saving his maternal relatives from king Janamejaya's 

(?,treated as a Briihmal)a) of the snake king, (Briihmal}a) Snake sacrifice. A pre-planned birth. 
Viisuki) 
Aru~i "Manu's daughter Aru~i became the wise Cyavana's wife, and from her was 

5. 1.60.45 
Aurva (daughter of Manu, son Cyavana born the greatly famous Aurva (<Oru), by splitting open her thigh, a man of 

(said to be a Briihmal)a) of Bral)ma Considered (Brahmal)a) great austerities and heat, even as a child endowed with virtues." = 

to be a Brahmal)a) Vai~ampayana (1.60.45) 
Bharata 

His mother bore him for three years before giving birth. There arises a 
(K~atriya ?, born of the 

Sakuntala Du~manta confusion during Dul}~anta's public announcement of Sakuntalii as his wife. It 6. 1.68.1 Giindharva union between 
his parents of different (Brahmal)a ?) (K~atriya) is surprising how he points out the negative features of Sakuntnlft's parents 

varl)a) before calling her a liar. 

Yadu & Turva$u 
Devayiini Yayati 

The very question of cross-varl}a marriage arose before his parents marriage. 
7. I. 77.5-6 (K~atriya, but the Yiidava However, the bride's father, seer Sukracarya, actually absolving the possible 

clan was looked down) 
(Brahmal)a) (K~atriya) 

sin arising out of such marriage. (1.76.32-33) 

Devavrata Ganga Siintanu 
Siintanu did not knew his wife's divine features, who came to him in a human 

8. 1.92.46 
(K~atriya ?) (River deity) (K~atriya) 

form. Nor did he tried to know anything. Devavrata was the eighth and the last 
son out of their union. The rest were killed by Ganga right after their birth. The 
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myth goes that they were celestial Vasus, cursed by the seer Vasi~~ha. 
There never seems to be a problem rising for the child's van:za identity. He is 

9. 1.95.1 
Citrii.ngada & Vicitravirya SatyavatT Sii.ntanu invariably taken to be a K$atriya, though he should not have been one, ideally. 

(K~atriya ?) (Sudra ?) (K$atriya) His var!}asamkara identity, it seems, got lost in the huge rooms of the royal 
palace. 

Duryodhana & other I 0 I 
Gii.ndhii.rT originally gave birth to a lump of flesh. She was about to throw it 

10. 
1.107.7-

children 
Gandhii.rT Dhrtarawa away when Vyasa intervened and asked her to put it into 100 pots filled with 

19 
(K$atriya ?) 

(K$atriya) (K$atriya ?) 'ghee'. From it, after due time, 100 sons and I daughter took birth. The 
daughter's name was Dul)sala. 

1.112.30-
3 Salva & 4 Madra 

Bhadra Vyu~itasva 
This story was told to Piir)qu by Kunti. In this story king Vyu~itasva gave birth 

II. 
34 

children 
(K$atriya) (K$atriya) 

to his children upon his wife Bhadrii, after his death. This he did through his 
(K$atriya) yogic powers. 

12. 
1.121.12- Asvatthama KrpT Orona After the birth, the child cried out and the range of his voice went to the 

14 (Brahmai)a) (Brii.hmaqa) (Brahmaqa) horizons like a horse. Thus he was named so. 

13. 1.163.25 
Kuru TapatT Samvara!}a This story is chanted, probably to award the Solar link to the Kuru family, as 

(K$atriya) (K$atriya) (K$atriya) Tapati was the daughter of the Sun God. Sort of divine legitimacy. 

1.213.59- Abhimanyu Subhadra Arjuna 
The marriage was formally done after Arjuna abducted Subhadra. This is 

14. 
63 (K$atriya ?) (K~atriya) (K$atriya ?) 

Riik$asa marriage, which, it seems, has not gone out of practice yet. The child, 
however, seems to be belonging to his maternal relatives more. 

15. 
1.213.70- Prativindhya Draupadi Yudhi$!hira 

80 (K$atriya ?) (K$atriya) (K$atriya ?) 

16. -do-
Sutasoma 

-do-
Bhima 

(-do-) (-do-) 

17. -do-
Srutakarman 

-do-
1\rjuna They were all born one after other, a year apart. 

(-do·) (-do-) 

18. -do-
Satii.nika 

-do-
Nakula 

(-do-) (-do-) 

19. -do-
Srutasena 

-do-
Sahadeva 

(-do-) (-do·) 
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Table of varnasamkara children, in iidiparvan Maltiihltiirata 

S.No. Verse Child (v) Mother (v) Father (v) Father (v) Comments 
biological social 

Somasravas 
"This great ascetic and accomplished student 

(?,considered 
was 

I. 1.3.14 as a Briihmat}a 
Snake Woman Sruta8ravas begotten by the power of my austerities and grew in the 

and appointed by king 
(Snake) (BriihmaQa) -- womb of this snake-woman who had imbibed my seed." 

Janamejay_a as hispriest.) 
= Sruta8ravas (1.3.15) 

Pramadvara Menaka Vi~vavasu Sthulakesa 
Brought up by Sthulakesa, the BriihmaQa, and married 

2. 1.8.7-10 
(?) (Apsara) (Gandharva) (Brahmat}a) 

off to Ruru (grandson of Cyavana). Thus, probably, her 
varl')a was that of her social or step- father, Sthulakesa. 
These children of Vinata were birds, born out of eggs, 

Vi nata 
after 500 and 1000 years passed respectively since their 

AruQa & Garucja (?,daughter Kasyapa 
mother laid them. Though, the varl')a of their mother is 

3. 1.14.5-20 not known, we can take the liberty of assigning her the 
(?, Birds) of Prajapati (BrahmaQa) --

same varl')a of her father, which was, probably, 
Oak~ a) K~atriya. ln that case, the children were undoubtedly 

varQasarhkara. 
These children of Kadru were snakes, born out of their 
eggs, after 500 years passed since their mother laid 

4. -do-
1000 Snakes Kadru 

-do-
them. Though, the van:za of their mother is not known, 

(?, Snakes) (-do-) -- we can take the liberty of assigning her the same varr}a 
of her father, which was, probably, K~atriya. ln that 

case, the children were undoubtedly varQasarhkara. 
Born with a purpose of saving his maternal relatives 

Astlka 
Jaratkaru from king Janamejaya's Snake sacrifice. A pre-planned 

5. 1.43.30 (?, considered as a 
(Snake woman, Jaratkaru birth. However, such grave was the emergency that the 

Briihmat}a) 
sister of the snake (B riihmat}a) -- varl')a ambiguity of the bride and the groom is just not 

king, Vasuki) cared about. All that matters here is the birth of the 
child. 
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One can not know the van:za of each of these, apart 
Girika 

Suktimati Kolahala 
from the king Vasu. However, Girika might be getting 

6. 1.57.35 (?,married the K~atriya, 
(a river) (a mountain) -- the K$atriya status after marrying the king Vasu, who 

Yasu) saved her mother (the river), blocked by her father (the 
mountain), by kicking her father. 
Vasu's seed fell down, while he was thinking about his 

Adrika 
wife, in the river and the Apsarii/fish Adrika swallowed 

Satyavati 
(an Apsara, who 

it. From her were born Satyavati and her twin brother. 

7. 1.57.40-55 
(?, daughter of an Apsara, 

is a fish, after 
Vasu Dh'ivararii.ja The van}a of her is not stated, but it is possible that she 

brought up by fishermen, 
being cursed by a 

(K$atriya) (Sudra) carried her step - father's vanJa, as she pursued and 
married a king) helped her father in his work of ferrying the river 

Brii.hma.I)a) 
Yamuna Her twin brother, interestingly, in subsequent 
times became the king Matsya. 

Vyasa 
Here we have the example of a definite varl}asamkara 

(son of a Sudra and a 
child, whose social treatment does not correspond with 

Brahma.I)a. should have Satyavati Parasara 
the Dharma-Sutras. Vyasa was considered a 

8. 1.57.69-70 
been a Ni$ada, but (Sudra ?) (Brahmal")a) -- Brahma.I)a, though he should not have been one. Even if 

Satyavati is taken to be a K$atriya (varl")a of her 
considered by all as a 

biological father), then also Yyasa remains a 
Brahma.I)a) 

varl}asarilkara, and not a B rii.hmal")a. 

SakuntaUi 
Clear cut suggestions are given by Kanva to suggest his 

(?, daughter of an Apsara, 
Visvii.mitra fatherhood over Sakuntalii. ( 1.66.13). both her biological 

Menaka (Brii.hma.I)a, who Kanva parents left her, while Kanva picked, as well as, brought 
9. 1.68.8-9 brought up by a (Apsara) previously was a (Brii.hmal)a) her up. During her marriage with king Du~manta, she 

l3rahmal")a and married to 
K$atriya) was considered as Kanva's daughter, though mentions 

a King) 
of her biological parents did come up. 

Bharata His mother bore him for three years before giving birth. 
(K$atriya ?, born of the 

Sakuntalii. Du$manta 
There arises a confusion during Du$manta's public 

10. 1.68.1 Gandharva union between 
(Brii.hmal)a ?) (K$atriya) -- announcement of Sakuntalii. as his wife. It is surprising 

his parents of different how he points out the negative features of Sakuntala's 
varl")a) parents before calling her a liar. 

II. I. 77.5-6 Y adu & Turva5u Devayanr Yayati The very question of cross-van:za marriage arose before 
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(K~atriya, but the Yadava (Brahmal)a) (K~atriya) his parents' marriage. However, the bride's father, seer 
clan was looked down) Sukracarya, actually absolving the possible sin arising 

out of such marriage. (1.76.32-33) 

Apsara Raudrasva 
Here again we can never know the vanJa allotment as 

12. I.X9.7 
10 sons (name- (son of Puru, 

the varl')a of an Apsarii is never stated. However. in 
(K~atriya ?) -- such cases like this, the child, it seems, carried his 

Aniidhr~~l ?) K~atriya) 
father's varl')a. 
Santanu did not knew his wife's divine features, who 
came to him in a human form. Nor did he tried to know 

13. 1.92.46 
Devavrata Ganga Siintanu anything. Devavrata was the eighth and the last son out 
(K~atriya ?) (River deity) (K~atriya) -- of their union. The rest were killed by Ganga right after 

their birth. The myth goes that they were celestial 
Vasus, cursed by the seer Vasi~tha. 
There never seems to be a problem rising for the child's 

Citriingada & Vicitravfrya SatyavatT Santanu 
varrJa identity. He is invariably taken to be a K~atriya, 

14. 1.95.1 though he should not have been one, ideally. His 
(~atriya ?) (Sudra ?) (K~atriya) --

varl)asari:lkara identity, it seems, got lost in the huge 
rooms of the royalpalace. 
Here the niyoga practice is seen to have been applied. 
Since VicitravTrya died before being a father, his 
maternal brother Vyasa was asked by SatyavatT to 
propel the family further. Here we see the rules of 
niyoga being followed properly, as according to the 
Dharma-Siistras; that they should only meet when in 

15. 1.100.1-10 
Dhrtarawa Ambika Yyasa Vicitravirya emergency and for the sole purpose of child - birth. 
(K~atriya ?) (K~atriya) (Brahmal)a ?) (K~atriya ?) Here the aspect of varl)asamkara gets more complex 

and confusing. If the child is supposed to inherit the 
social father's vart;a, then we have definite doubts over 
the varf}a of Vicitrav1rya, here. This is also true, when 
regarding the biological father. However, Dhrtar~~ra is 
widely considered as a K~atriya, though he was 
ineligible to rule following his blindness. Even his blind 
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ness is said to be rooted with his birth. It says that, 
Ambika closed her eyes during her meeting with Vyasa, 
thus giving birth to a blind child. 

The same story gets repeated here, regarding the varl}a 

l'ancju Ambalika 
identity. It is said, since Dhrtarawa was blind, 

16. 1.100.15-19 
(K~atriya?) (K~atriya) 

-do- -do- Satyavatr asked Vyasa to beget another child upon the 
second wife, Ambalika. However, even Pancju did not 
satisfy Satyavati, as he was of a sickly pallor. 

When Satyavati asked Ambika for another child, she 
sent a SGdra woman instead of her to Vyasa. Vyasa was 
so pleased with her serving that he pronounced her free 

17. I. I 00.26-27 
Vi dura Slave woman 

-do- ? 
of bondage. However the vafl}a of Vidura remains a 

(?) (SGdra) mystery. It is for sure that he was a varl}asarhkara, but 
his varfJa is never discussed in the text. However, he 
enjoyed his position in the palace as a prince and later 
became a minister (but never a king). 
Here we find an interesting case regarding the varl}a 
identity. Karl}a was possibly the only 'pure' K~atriya in 
the Kuru-Panqava family of his generation. However, 
he was deserted by Kunti after his birth and a Siita, 

18. 1.104.10-15 
Kar!)a!Vasusena Kunti Sun God Panqu/ Adhiratha Adhiratha, brought him up. For the major portions of 

(K~atriya) (K~atriya) (K~atriya) (K~atriya?)/(SGta) the text, nobody knew his real identity, and all along he 
was treated as a SGtaputra. Questions also remain over 
Karl)a's social father; whether it wus 1'1\.ntju, who 
married his mother, or was it Adhiratha, who brought 
him up and gave him life. 
Gandhari originally gave birth to a lump of flesh. She 

Duryodhana & other I 0 I 
was about to throw it away when Vyasa intervened and 

19. !.107.7-19 children 
Gandhari Dhrtar~~ra asked her to put it into I 00 pots filled with 'ghee'. From 
(K~atriya) (K~atriya ?) -- it, after due time, 100 sons and I daughter took birth. 

(K~atriya ?) 
The daughter's name was Dul}sala. However, if there 
was any problem regarding the varfJG allotment, for 
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Dhrtarawa being an alleged var!)asan}kara, we have no 
indications for that. 

Yuyutsu SGdra woman Dhrtariilitra 
The exact van:za of Yuyutsu is unknown, though it is 

20. 1.107.35 (?) (SGdra) ( K~atri ya ?) 
? clear that he was not treated like a K~atriya, although he 

Jived in the palace along with the other princes. 

Durjaya SaraQqiiyini ? 
This story is quoted by 1'11nqu to Kunti, while pursuing 

21. 1.111.33-36 A BrahmaQa her to follow the niyoga system. The var!Ja allotment is 
(?) (K~atriya) (name not given) 

not discussed here. 

Asmaka MadayantT Yasi$tha 
KalmiUiapada 

22. 1.113.21-23 Saudasa -do-
(K$atriya?) (~atriya) (BrahmaQa) 

(K$atriya) 
This child was born through the niyoga practice, after 

23. 1.114.5-7 
Yudhi$\hira Kunti Dharma God Panqu . Panqu enjoined Kunti to have a child from the God 
(K$atriya?) (~atriya) (?) (K$atriya?) Dharma. Here also the var!Ja of the child is not 

discussed. 

24. 1.114.10-12 
Bhima 

-do-
Vayu God 

-do-
Same as above, only Kunti got this child from the God 

(K$atriya?) (?) Vayu. 

Arjuna 
Indra 

25. 1.114.27 -do- (king of Gods, -do- Same as above. The God here was Indra. 
(K~atriya?) 

K$atriya) 
On Panqu's request Kunti taught the Aviihana mantra 

The Asvin twins 
(summoning charm) to Madri, her co-wife, and asked 

26. 1.115.16-17 
Nakula & Sahadeva Madri 

(God; varQa -do-
her to get a child from any one God. Madri, instead 

(K$atriyas?) (K$atriya) called the twin Gods and had twin sons. Kunti felt 
unknown) 

cheated and refused to help M11tlrT with the muntrn nny 
more. 
This is an example of intercommunity marriage. Bhima 

27. 1.143.27-28 
Ghatotkaca Hic!imba Bhima killed the brother of the bride, Hiqimba, before 

(?) (Rak$asi) (K~atriya?) -- marrying her. Their son however, was seen inducted 
within his maternal (Rak~asa) community. 

28. 
1.207.20-25 Babhruvahana Citrangada Arjuna During his exile, Arjuna saw Citrangada and wanted to 
& 1.209.24- (K$atriya?) (K$atriya) (K$atriya?) -- marry her. However, it was only after Arjuna accepted 
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Table of Various Interventions in the Births Mentioned, in Adiparva Mahabharata 

S.No. Verse Child (v) Mother (v) Father (v) Father (v) Intervention Comments 
biolof!ical social 

Somasravas 
(?,considered as a "This great ascetic and accomplished student 

I. 1.3.14 
Brahmaqa and Snake Woman Srutasravas Seer and Other was begotten by the power of my austerities and 

appointed by king (Snake) (Brahmaqa) -- Community. grew in the womb of this snake-woman who had 
Janamejaya as his imbibed my seed." = Sruta5ravas ( 1.3.15) 

priest) 

Apsaraand 
Brought up by Sthulakesa, the Brahmaqa, and 

2. 1.8.7-10 
Pramadvara Menaka Vi$vavasu Sthulakesa 

Other 
married off to Ruru (grandson of Cyavana). 

(?) (Apsara) (Gandharva) (Brahmaqa) 
Community. 

Thus, probably, her varcya was that of her social 
or step- father, Sthulakesa. 
Born with a purpose of saving his maternal 

Jaratkaru relatives from king Janamejaya's Snake 
Astika (Snake woman, 

Jaratkaru Other 
sacrifice. A pre-planned birth. However, such 

3. 1.43.30 (?, considered as a sister of the 
(Briihmaqa) Community. 

grave the emergency was. that the varl)a --
Briihmal)a) snake king, ambiguity of the bride and the groom is just not 

Vasuki) cared about. All that matters here is the birth of 
the child. 
One can not know the varl).a of each of these, 

Girikii ? 
apart from the king Vasu. However. Girika 

4. 1.57.35 (?,married the 
Suktirnall Kolnhala 

(Other 
might be getting the K~atriya status af\cr 

(a river) (a mountain) -- marrying the king Vasu, who saved her mother 
K$atriya, Vasu) Community?). 

(the river), blocked by her father (the mountain), 
by kicking her father. 

SatyavatT Adrika Vasu's seed fell down, while he was thinking 

5. 
1.57.40- (?, daughter of an (Apsara, who is Vasu Dhivarariija 

Apsara. 
about his wife, in the river and the Apsara/fish 

55 Apsara, brought up by a fish, after (K$atriya) (Sudra) Adrikii swallowed it. From her were born 
fishermen, married a being cursed by Satyavatr and her twin brother. The varqa of her 
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25 the conditions made by the bride's father, king 
Citravahana, that he could do so. The king wanted the 
son, who would be born from this union, to belong to 
his dynasty and not Arjuna's. Ariuna accepted. 
The marriage was formally done after Arjuna abduch:d 

29. 1.213.59-63 
J\bhimanyu Subhadril Arjuna Subhadril. This is R1ik~asa marriage, which, it seems, 
(K~atriya ?) (K~atriya) (K~atri ya ?) -- has not gone out of practice yet. The child, however, 

seems to be belonging to his maternal relatives more. 

30. 1.213. 70-80 
Prativindhya Draupadi Yudhi~thira 
(K~atri ya ?) (K~atriya) (K~atriva ?) --

31. -do-
Sutasoma 

-do-
Bhima 

(-do-) (-do-) --
Srutakarman Arjuna 

They were all born one after other, a year apart. Here 
32. -do- -do- also, their varfJa is not discussed, or even bothered 

(-do-) (-do-) --
about. 

33. -do-
Satanlk.a 

-do-
Nakula 

(-do-) (-do-) --
34. -do-

Srutasena 
-do-

Sahadeva 
(-do-) (-do-) --

It is said that the seer Mandapala wanted children. lots 
5 Sarngaka birds 

35. 1.220.15-17 
Jaritii. Mandapii.la of them and quick. Thus he assumed the form of a 

(?) (bird) (Brii.hmaQa) -- Sii.rngaka bird and obtained five children from the eggs 
laid by another Sii.rngaka bird, Jarita. 
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king) a Brahmacya is not stated, but it is possible that she carried her 
step- father's varcya, as she pursued and helped 
her father in his work of ferrying the river 
Yamuna. Her twin brother, interestingly, in 
subsequent times became the king Matsya. 
Here we have the example of a detinite 

Vyasa varcyasamkara child, whose social treatment does 
(son of a Sudra and a not correspond with the Dharma- Sutras. Vyasa 

6. 
1.57.69- Brahmal).a should have SatyavatT Parasara 

Seer. 
was considered a Brahmacya, though he should 

70 been a Ni~ada, but (Sudra ?) (Brahrnal).a) -- not have been one. Even if Satyavatr is taken to 
considered by all as a be a K~atriya (vafl).a of her biological father), 

Brahmacya) then also Vyasa remains a varcyasamkara, and not 
a Brahrnacya. 
Dak~a is seen as born from the right thumb of 

Brahm a Brahrna, and was considered as a Brahrnal).a. His 

Dak~a 
(Supreme God, wife took her birth out of the left thumb of 

7. 1.60.9-ll (Considered as a 
said to be 

Divine. Brahrna. Normally they should have been 
-- carrying the -- brother and sister, but are seen here as husband 

Brahmacya) 
kingly qualities - and wife. To some extent, this myth can be 

Rajogiinas). equated with the story of Adam and Eve in the 
Bible. 

Sakuntala 
Clear cut suggestions are given by Kanva to 

Visvamitra 
suggest his fatherhood over Sakuntala (1.66.13). 

(?, daughter of an 
Menaka (Brahmacya, who Kanva 

both her biological parents left her, while Kanva 
8. 1.68.8-9 Apsara, brought up by 

(Apsara) previously was a (Brahmal).a) 
Apsara. picked, as well as, brought her up. During her 

a Br1ihmal).a and marriage with king Du~manta, she was 
married to a King) K~atriya) 

considered as Kanva's daughter, though 
mentions of her biological parents did come up. 

Yadu & Turva:§u 
The very question of cross-varcya marriage arose 

(Ksatriya, but the Devayanr Yay1iti before his parents marriage. However, the 
9. I. 77.5-6 

Y1idava clan was (Brahrnal).a) (K~atriya) -- Seer. bride's father, seer S ukr1ic1irya, actually 

looked down) 
absolving the possible sin arising out of such 
marriage. (1.76.32-33) 
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10. 

II. 

12. 

13. 

1.89.7 

1.89.18 

1.92.46 

1.100.1-
10 

10 sons 
( K~atri ya ?) 

13hGmanyu 
(K~atriya ?) 

Devavrata 
(K~atriya ?) 

Dhrtarawa 
(K~atriya 'I) 

Apsara 
(name

Anadhr~~~ ?) 

Ganga 
(River deity) 

Ambika 
(K~alriya) 

Table- 3 (contd.) 

Raudrasva 
(son ofPuru, 
K~atriya) 

Bharata 
(K~atriya ?) 

Sall)tanu 
(K~atriya) 

Vyasa 
(Brahmal)a ?) 

Vicitravfrya 
(K~alriya ?) 

104 

Apsara. 

Seer. 

Divine? 

Seer. 

Here again we can never know the varl)a 
allotment as the varl)a of an Apsara is never 
stated. However, in such cases like this, the 
child, it seems, carried his father's varl)a. 
Bhumanyu was got by king Bharata from 
Bharadvaja through grand sacrifices. This was 
done as the other sons of Bharata were not 
capable enough to inherit his kingdom. 
Siill)tanu did not knew his wife's divine features. 
who came to him in a human form. Nor did he 
tried to know anything. Devavrata was the eighth 
and the last son out of their union. The rest were 
killed by Ganga right after their birth. The myth 
goes that they were celestial Vasus, cursed by 
the seer V asi~~ha. 
Here the Niyoga practice is seen to have been 
applied. Since Vicitravfrya died before being a 
father, his maternal brother Vyasa was asked by 
Satyavatr to propel the family further. Here we 
see the rules of niyoga being followed properly, 
as according to the Dharma - Sastras ; that they 
should only meet when in emergency and for the 
sole purpose of child - birth. Here the aspect of 
varl)asall)kara gets more complex and confusing. 
If the child is supposed to inherit the socinl 
father's varl)a, then we have definite doubts over 
the varl)a of Vicitravirya, here. This is also true, 
when regarding the biological father. However, 
Dhrtara~tra is widely considered as a K~atriya, 
though he was ineligible to rule following his 
blindness. Even his blind ness is said to be 
rooted with his birth. It says that, Ambika closed 
her eyes during her meeting with Vyasa, thus 
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giving birth to a blind child. 
The same story gets repeated here, regarding the 
varna identity. It is said, since Dh~tarawa was 

14. 
1.100.15- Pancju Ambalika 

-do- -do· Seer. 
blind, Satyavati asked Vyasa to beget another 

19 (K~atriya?) (K~atriya) child upon the second wife. Ambalika. However. 
even Pllncju did not satisfy Satyavati, as he was 
of a sickly pallor. 
When Satyavati asked Ambika for another child, 
she sent a Sudra woman instead of her to Vyasa. 
Vyasa was so pleased with her serving that he 

1.100.26- Vidura Slave woman 
pronounced her free of bondage. However the 

15. 
27 (?) (SGdra) -do· ? Seer. varna of Vidura remains a mystery. It is for sure 

that he was a varnasamkara, but his varna is 
never discussed in the text. However, he enjoyed 
his position in the palace as a prince and later 
became a minister (but never a king). 
Here we find an interesting case regarding the 
varl}a identity. Karl)a was possibly the only 
'pure' K~atriya in the Kuru-Pancjava family of 
his generation. However, he was deserted by 
Kunti after his birth and a SGta, Adhiratha, 

16. 
1.104.10- KarQa/Yasusena Kunti Sun God Pancju/ Adhiratha Seer and brought him up. For the major portions of the 

15 (K~atriya) (K~atriya) (K~atriya) (K$atriya?)/(Suta) Divine. text, nobody knew his real identity, and all alon~ 
he was treated as a SGtaputra. Questions also 
remain over KarQa's social father: whether it was 
Pancju, who married his mother, or was it 
Adhiratha, who brought him up and gave him 
life. 
Gandhari originally gave birth to a lump of flesh. 

1.107. 7-
Duryodhana & other 

Gandharr Dhrtarawa 
She was about to throw it away when Yyasa 

17. 
19 

10 I children 
(K~atriya) ( K$atri ya ?) -- Seer. intervened and asked her to put it into I 00 pots 

(K~atriya ?) filled with 'ghee'. From it, after due time, I 00 
sons and I daughter took birth. The daughter's 
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name was Dul).sala However, if there was any 
problem regarding the varl)a allotment, for 
Dhrtar~tra being an alleged vart)asa!T)kara, we 
have no indications for that. 

3 Salva& 4 Madra 
This story was told to Pan<)u by Kunti. In this 

18. 
1.112.30-

children 
Bhadra Vyu~itMva 

Yogic. 
story king Vyu~itasva gave birth to his children 

34 (K~atriya) (K~atriya) -- upon his wife Bhadra, after his death. This he 
(K$atriya) 

did through hisyogic powers. 
This child was born through the niyoga practice, 

19. I. 114.5-7 Yudhi~thira Kunti Dharma God Pan<ju 
Divine. 

after Pan<ju enjoined Kunti to have a child from 
(K$atriya?) (K$atriya) (?) (K$atriya?) the God Dharma. Here also the varr:ta of the child 

is not discussed. 

20. 
1.114.10- Bhima 

-do-
VayuGod 

-do- Divine. 
Same as above, only Kunti got this child from 

12 (K~atriya?) (?) the God Vayu. 

Arjuna 
Indra 

21. 1.1 14.27 -do- (king of Gods, -do- Divine. Same as above. The God here was Indra. 
(K$atriya?) 

K~atriya) 
On Pan<ju's request Kunti taught the Aviihana 

The Asvin twins 
mantra (summoning charm) to Madri, her co-

22. 
1.115.16- Nakula & Sahadeva MadrT 

(God; varl)a -do- Divine. 
wife, and asked her to get a child from any one 

17 (K~atriyas?) (K$atriya) 
unknown) 

God. Madri, instead called the twin Gods and 
had twin sons. Kunti felt cheated and refused to 
help Madri with the mantra any more. 
When Saradvat saw the Apsarii JiilapadT, his 
sperm fell down on a reed stalk and got split into 

1.120.12- Krpa& i(rpT Saradvat Apsara? and 
two. From one was born Krpa, the boy, and from 

23. ? the other was born a girl, i(rpi. They were both 
18 (Briihmal)as) -- (Brahmal)a) Seer. 

adopted by the king Santanu. However, they 
seem to have retained their original varl)a of 
being a Brahmal)a. 

Orona Bharadvaja 
When the seer Bharadvaja saw the Apsarii 

24. 1.121.4-6 Seer. Ghrtaci, nude, he shred his sperms on a trough. 
(Briihmal)a) -- (Brahrnal)a) --

From that trough was born Drol)a. 
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This is an example of intercommunity marriage. 

25. 
1.143.27- Ghatotkaca Hiqimba Shima Other 

Shima killed the brother of the bride, Hiqimba, 

28 (?) (Ral<!lasi) (K~atriya?) -- Community. 
before marrying her. Their son however, was 
seen inducted within his maternal (Rak~asa) 

community. 
Here we can sec another birth for a purpose. 
However, this was not a normal birth. King 
Drupada wanted a son who would destroy Drol)a 

1.155.37- Dhr~tadyumna & 
Pr~ati Drupada 

for him. In his quest he met the seer Yaja, who 

26. Draupadi Seer. 
promised to organise a grand sacrifice to satisfy 

50 
(~atriyas) 

(~atriya) (K~atriya) -- the king's needs. At the end of the sacrifice, a 
youth and a maiden arose from the sacrificial 
fire. The youth was to be the slayer of Drol)a, 
while the maiden will lead the kings to the battle, 
where it would happen; so was said. 
It is said that the seer Mandapala wanted 

27. 
1.220.15- 5 Sarngaka birds Jarita Mandapala 

children, lots of them and quick. Thus he 

17 (?) (bird) (Srahmal)a) -- Seer. assumed the form of a Sarngaka bird and 
obtained five children from the eggs laid by 
another Sarngaka bird, Jarita. 
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Table-4 

Table OfNiyoga And Adoption Practices In :Adiparva Mahabharata 

S.No. Verse Child (v} Mother (v} Father (v} Father (v} Niyogaor Comments 
biological social AdoJ'Jion 

Pramadvarii. Men aka Vi~vavasu Sthulakesa 
Brought up by Sthulakesa, the Brii.hmaqa, and married otT to Ruru 

I. 1.8.7-10 
(?) (Apsarii.) (Gandharva) (Briihmai)a) 

Adoption (grandson of Cyavana). Thus, probably, her varqa was that of her social 
or step- father, Sthulakesa. 

Satyavatr Adrikii. Vasu's seed fell down, while he was thinking about his wife, in the river 
(?, daughter of (an Apsarii., and the Apsarii./fish Adrikii. swallowed it. From her were born Satyavati 

2. 
1.57.40- an Apsarii., who is a fish, Vasu Dhivararaja 

Adoption 
and her twin brother. The varqa of her is not stated, but it is possible that 

55 brought up by after being (K~atriya) (Sudra) she carried her step- father's varqa, as she pursued and helped her father 
fishermen, cursed by a in his work of ferrying the river Yamuna. Her twin brother, interestingly, 

married a king) Briihmai)a) in subsequent times became the king Matsya. 
Sakuntalii. 

(?,daughter of Visvamitra Clear cut suggestions are given by Kanva to suggest his fatherhood over 
an Apsarii., 

Menaka 
(Brii.hmaqa, 

Kanva 
Sakuntalii. ( 1.66.13). both her biological parents left her, while Kanva 

3. 1.68.8-9 brought up by 
(Apsarii.) 

who 
(Briihmai)a) 

Adoption picked, as well as, brought her up. During her marriage with king 
a Briihmai)a previously was Du~manta, she was considered as Kanva's daughter, though mentions of 

and married to a K~atriya) her biological parents did come up. 
a King) 

Here the Niyoga practice is seen to have been applied. Since Vicitravirya 
died before being a father, his maternal brother Vyasa was asked by 
Satyavati to propel the family further. Here we see the rules of niyoga 
being followed properly, as according to the Dharma- Sastras ; that they 
should only meet when in emergency and for the sole purpose of child -

4. 
1.100.1- Dhrtar~tra Ambikii. Vyasa Vicitravirya 

Niyoga 
birth. Here the aspect of varqasamkara gets more complex and confusing. 

10 (K~atriya ?) (K~atriya) (Brahmai)a ?) ( K~atri ya ? ) If the child is supposed to inherit the social father's varqa, then we have 
definite doubts over the varqa of Vicitravirya, here. This is also true, 
when regarding the biological father. However, Dhrtar~!ra is widely 
cbnsidered as a K~atriya, though he was ineligible to rule following his 
blindness. Even his blind ness is said to be rooted with his birth. It says 
that, Ambika closed her eyes during her meeting with Vyasa, thus giving 
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birth to a blind child. 
The same story gets repeated here, regarding the varl)a identity. It is said, 

5. 
1.100.15- Plin~u Ambalika 

-do- -do- Niyoga 
since Dhttarfultra was blind, Satyavati' asked Vyasa to beget another child 

19 (K~atriya?) (K~atriya) upon the second wife, Ambalika. However, even Pancju did not satisfy 
Satyavati, as he was of a sickly pallor. 
When SatyavatT asked Ambika for another child, she sent a Sudra woman 
instead of her to Vyasa. Vyasa was so pleased with her serving that he 

6. 
1.100.26- Vi dura Slave woman 

-do- ? Niyoga? 
pronounced her free of bondage. However the vama of Vi dura remains a 

27 (?) (Siidra) mystery. It is for sure that he was a varl)asarTjkara, but his varl)a is never 
discussed in the text. However, he enjoyed his position in the palace as a 
orince and later became a minister (but never a king). 

1.111.33- Durjaya SararyqayinT ? This story is quoted by Pancju to Kunti, while pursuing her to follow the 
7. A Brahmal)a (name not Niyoga 

36 (?) (K~atriya) given) 
niyoga system. The vama allotment is not discussed here. 

1.113.21- Asmaka MadayantT Vasi~tha 
Kalma~apada 

8. Saudasa Niypga -do-
23 (K~atriya?) (K~atriya) (Brahrnal)a) 

(~atriya) 

Yudhi$thira Kunti Dharma God Pancju 
This child was born through the niyoga practice, after Pan<!u enjoined 

9. 1.114.5-7 
(K~atriya?) (K$atriya) (?) (K$atriya?) 

Niyoga Kunti to have a child from the God Dharma. Here also the varl)a of the 
child is not discussed. 

10. 
1.114.10- BhTma 

-do-
Vayu God 

-do- Niyoga Same as above, only Kunti got this child from the God Yayu. 
12 (K~atriya?) (?) 

Arjuna 
Indra 

II. 1.114.27 -do- (king of Gods, -do- Niyoga Same as above. The God here was Indra. (K$atriya?) 
K$atriya) 

Nakula& 
The Asvin On Pan~u·s request Kunti taught the Avtihana mantra (summoning 

12. 
1.115.16-

Sahadeva 
MadrT twins 

-do- Niyoga 
charm) to Madrr, her co-wife, and asked her to get a child from any one 

17 
(K$atriyas?) 

(K~atriya) (God; varl)a God. MadrT, instead called the twin Gods and had twin sons. Kunti felt 
unknown) cheated and refused to help Mactrr with the mantra any more. 

1.120.12- J(rpa& Krpi Saradvat 
When Saradvat saw the Apsara Jalapadi, his sperm fell down on a reed 

13. ? Adoption stalk and got split into two. From one was born !(rpa, the boy, and from 
18 (Brahmaryas) -- (Brahrnal)a) 

the other was born a girl, J(rpT. They were both adopted by the king 
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Siintanu. However, they seem to have retained their original varqa of 
a Brahmaqa. 

-



Bhrgu 
I' 

Kavi 
... I , ... 

Usanas Sukra Kavya 
I 

Devayani 

+::iul u 

Yadu 
I 

Vr~ni 
'[" 

::h 
Kuntibhoja 

The Sun God 

Turvasu 

Gnto Vasudeva 
I 

Kama 

Krsna . .. 

Atri 
I 

Soma 
I 

Bufha . If 
I 

Pururavas 
I 

Urvati 
I 

G enealogical Table of 

the chief characters of 
Mahabharata 

-1 
Alus 

NtJJt V$,_ Vrsaparvan 
I • ·~ I 

Yayati Sarmistha 

~--~--------~--------~--~ .. 
Druhyu 

Vasu Adrika 
I 

I 
Satyavati 

Anu Piiru Kausalya Visvamitra Ml cnaka 
~I --~~1 ~I ---.~-

1 ., I 

Duhsanta Sakuntala 

Bhi!manyu J Bharata The Sun God 
Bastin I I 
Ajam!Qha SalJll-l _va_r_an_. a ___ Ta-'fati 

Kuru 
I 

Pratipa 

I 
Devapi 

I 
Bahlika 

I 

C• -.anga 

Citrangada VicitravTrya 

Ay1b~ka 1 1 A~~atika 
Gandhan- Dhrtar~stra Pandu 

I • I. I .. 
I . 

Duryodhana, etc. 

I 
I 

Bhisma . 

Next Table) 



Subhadra 

G enealogical Table (contd.) 

M!rdri Kunti Pa114u • 

'~------~----~~~ ~~~----~~ I I I I 
A ·' Yudhi~thira rJ~ma Nakula Sahadeva 

------1 

I 

, 
Sudra Dasi 

I 

Yuyutsu 

Drupada 

Dhrstadyumna ••• 
,. 
Sikhandi .. 

·Hidimba Bhima 
I 

Draur.adi 
'I • 

I 
Ghatotkaca 

' ... ,. 
Prativindhya Sutasoma Srutakarmana Satanika Sriltascna 

Abhimanyu 
I 

Pariksit I. 
Janamejaya 
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CHAPTER-3 

Understanding the varnasatitkara: A Study of Vidura 

Introduction: 

In the previous chapters we have 

seen how varr:wsarhkara was looked at in the various law-codes and what the 

attitude of the brahmanical society was towards the new entrants. We have also 

looked at the various birth-stories mentioned in the Adiparvan of the 

Mahiibhiirata and tried to ascertain the varf}a status of the characters who were 

born of unusual marriages or out of wed lock. We have seen how the varf]a 

aspect of the babies was ignored while narrating the birth-stories in the 

Adiparvan of the Mahiibhiirata. However, we also have certain characters in 

tne text who were definitely products of varf]asarhkara, such as Vidura. In the 

third chapter we will look into the social and political position of Vidura in 

order to assess the extent to which the injunctions of the law-codes regarding 

varf]asarhkara were followed in society as reflected in the Mahiibhiirata. This 

chapter shall guide us to the social attitude towards a mixed-caste whose origin 
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can be traced to the royal family. We will see if this fact makes any difference 

with regard to the social attitude towards a varfJasarhkara. 

I have looked at only the first five 

parvans of the Mahabharata. The character of Vidura enjoys a prominent 

position in these sections only, and after the conclusion of the fifth parvan and 

the beginning of the sections on war he does not figure in any important 

incident of the story. 

The selection of Vidura as the 

ideal exemplar of var!Jasarhkara is not without reason. To understand this, let 

us have a brieflook at the different facets of this character in the text. 

Vidura is a central character in the 

epic, both in the story as well as for the purpose of our study. His presence can 

be felt throughout the story, though with a moderate impact on the happenings 

around him. He carries his own view about every event. More often than not, 

his views match with those of the author, Vyasa, who is seen as upholding 

dharma. In other words, he keeps to the much debated tenets of dharma as he 

is said to be dharma incarnate. Vidura shares a great characteristic similarity 

with Yudhis~hira, who symbolises proper conduct in the story, and is often 

seen as playing the role of Yudhis~hira's mentor. 
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He is clearly a variJasarhkara, and 

this has a tremendous impact on his social status. He is described as the son of 

a sudrii diisl and this is why he was denied the throne which his step-brothers 

Dhrtara~tra and Pandu enjoyed. It seems that his mother's identity as a slave 

overshadowed his status of being a simple var1]asarhkara. It was even more 

blasphemous to be a slave woman's son than belonging to a mixed var!Ja. 

Dhrtara~~ra and Pandu were also of mixed caste, but their vamasarhkara status 

did not stand in the way of asserting the royal throne. He became the (chief?) 

minister of the Kurii state and did enjoy an important political position in the 

court. He was the only var!Jasarhkara character in the story who was explicitly 

addressed as one by both Duryodhana the villain and Yudhi~~hira the hero on 

different occasions. 

We have ample examples from 

the story where he is portrayed as a man of not merely virtue, but of exemplary 

moral courage. The most significant example is the occasion of the dice game 

when he vociferously protested against the insult met by Draupadi and 

repeatedly appealed to the conscience of the dignitaries present there. 

However, Duryodhana was never moved by his suggestions, though it was 

Dhrtara~tra, his step-brother and the king, was occasionally perturbed by his 

words. This, however, had little effect on his decisions. Thus, even though a 
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prince, Vidura always remained subordinate to the other members of the royal 

household. Politically, he was considered nothing more than an employee of 

the Kuru state, though his social position remains somewhat uncertain. He is 

acknowledged as a member of the royal family and yet does not receive the 

respect that such a social status deserves. This makes him an appropriate 

example for our study. 
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Knowing Vidura: 

The character of Vidura finds a 

prominent place in the Adiparvan of the Mahiibhiirata. It is this section of the 

narrative which talks about the origin of the major characters, and introduces 

them to the reader. Therefore, this section discusses the birth-stories and tries 

to connect these with the subsequent events. This point has to be kept in mind 

when we deal with the narrative and it's relation with Vidura. 

First among these birth

myths, we have the story of the birth of one of the protagonist of the 

Mahiibhiirata, Devavrata1 or Bhl~ma. His mother was river Ganga of uncertain 

varl]a, and the father was the king of Hastiniipura, Santanu. Santanu, who 

belonged to the Kuru lineage, was unaware that his wife was the river Ganga 

who came to him in a human form. Nor did love-blind Santanu try to know 

anything about her. Devavrata was the eighth and the last son of their union. 

The rest were killed by their mother right after their birth. The myth states that 

they were the celestial Vasus, cursed by the seer Vasi~tha. The varl]a status of 

Devavrata is not revealed. However, following his subsequent treatment, it 

seems that he inherited his father's var1Ja and was recognised as a lcyatriya. 

I Mbh. 1.92.46. 
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The next birth in line was 

that of Citrangada and Vicitravlrya 2 . They were the children of the king 

Santanu and Satyavati3, possibly a sudra. There never seems to have been any 

problem with regard to their varf]a identity. They are invariably taken to be 

/cyatriyas, though, theoretically, they should not have been considered so. Their 

varf]asarhkara identity was overshadowed by their status as princes. 

Regarding the birth of 

Dhrtara~tra 4 , a number of complications can be observed. His mother was 

Ambika, the daughter of the king of Kasi and thus a /cyatriya, and his 

biological father was Vyasa 5 a briihmal}a, while his legal father was 

2 Mbh. 1.95.1. 
3 The birth-story ofSatyavatT is equally incredible. It is said that king Vasu's seed fell down in 

the river, while he was thinking about his wife, and the apsariiltish Adrikii swallowed it. From 

her were born SatyavatT and her brother. The vanJa of her is not stated, but it is possible that 

she carried the var!Ja of her legal father who was a boatman in the Yamuna and whom she 

helped in work. Later she was married to the king Santanu on his behest. Her brother, 

subsequently, became the king ofMatsya. Mbh. 1.57.40-55. 
4 Mbh. 1.100.1-10. 
5 Vyasa also has a very interesting birth-story. His father was Parasara, a briihma!Ja, and his 

mother was Satyavati, a sildra. Vyasa was considered a briihma!Ja, though, according to the 

Dharma siistras, he should have been a ni$iida. Here we have the example of a var!Jasamkara 

child, whose social treatment does not correspond with the Dharma siistras. 1fSatyavati is 

taken to be a ~atriya (van:za of her biological father Vasu), even then Vyasa do not remain a 

briihmafJa but is still a var!Jasamkara. This gets even more interesting, when it is seen that a 

possible var1Jasan.1kara is able, not only to shake off his legitimate social identity, but can take 

up a var!Ja revered by all, that of a briihmafJa. Mbh. 1.57.69-70. 
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VicitravTrya, the husband of his mother. Here the practice of niyoga seems to 

have been applied. Since VicitravTrya died before being a father, his maternal 

brother Vyasa was asked by SatyavatT to carry forward the lineage by begetting 

sons on his widows. Here the question of varl]asarhkara gets more complex 

and confusing. If the child is supposed to inherit the legal father's variJa, then 

there is scope to doubt the varl]a of VicitravTrya. This is also true of the 

biological father Vyasa. The exact varl]a of this child is thus very difficult to 

ascertain. However, Dhrtara~tra was widely considered as a /cyatriya, though he 

was ineligible to rule following his blindness, which is said to be rooted in his 

birth. The myth goes that Ambika closed her eyes during her meeting with 

Vyasa, thus giving birth to a blind child6
• 

The same story gets 

repeated in the case of PaiJQU 7. The mother here was Ambalika, the sister of 

Ambika. It is said that since Dhrtara~tra was blind and therefore was unable to 

6 Vyasa declared upon the pregnancy of Ambika that, 

nligliyutasamaprliiJO vidvlin rlijar#sattama{t 

mahiibltiigo mahiivfryo maltlibuddhir bltavi~yati 

tasya clipi satatit putrli bhavi~yanti mahliballiiJ 

kim tu mlitu{1 sa vaigu!Jylid andlta eva bltavi~yati 

[He shall be a man with the vigour of a myriad elephants, a wise and great royal seer, of great 

fortune, great prowess and great spirit, and he shall have a hundred powerful sons. But because 

ofhis mother's defect of virtue, he shall be blind.] Mbh. 1.100.9-10. 
7 Mbh. 1.100.15-19. 
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ascend the throne, Satyavati' asked Vyasa to produce another child upon 

Ambalika the second wife of Vicitravlrya. However, even PaQqu did not 

satisfy Satyavatl, as he was of a sickly pallor8
• 

Following these we come to the 

next birth along the line, that of Vidura9
• His biological father was Vyasa and 

mother was a sudra slave woman. Satyavatt wanted another child and once 

again asked Ambika, who got frightened and sent a slave woman in place of 

her to Vyasa. Vyasa was so pleased with her service that he declared her free 

of bondage10
• However, the vama of Vidura remains a mystery. It is for sure 

8 Vyasa said to Ambalikii, 

yasmiit pii1Jlfutvam lipannii virtiparh prek1ya miim api 

tasmiid e1a sutas tubhyarh pli1Jlfur eva bhavi1yati 

nlima Clisya tad eve/ta blzaVi$yati sub/tiinane 

[Since you paled when you saw my ugliness, you shall have a son of a sickly pallor, and so his 

name shall be PaiJ4u the pale, woman of the lovely face.] Mbh. I .100. I 7-I8a. 
9 Mbh. 1.100.26-27. 
10 The text says, 

utti$,thann abravfd enlim abhuji$Yli blzavi1yasi 

ayarh ca te subhe garb/tal] srfmlin udaram ligata{l 

dltarmlitmli bhavitli Joke sarvabuddhimatiirh vara!J 

sa jajiie vi duro nama kr51Jadvaipliyanlitmajal] 

dhrtarli5_trasya ca bltrlitli pli1Jlfos cllmitabuddhimlin 

[When he (Vyasa) rose, he said to her (the slave woman), "you shall cease to be a slave. There 

is a child come to your belly, my lovely, an illustrious man-child who shall be mindful of the 

dharma and become the most sagacious man in the world." Thus was born Vidura, son of 
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that he was a vanJasarhkara, but the text never mentions his varf]a. We also 

can not decide whether this should be considered a proper case of niyoga. The 

marital status ofthe slave woman is never disclosed. 

The birth of Vidura can well be 

termed as the result of a mistake. However he was located in the palace and 

was almost becoming a king. He received his education with his two brothers 

and proved himself quite an adept in the department of knowledge. Even 

Bhf~ma respected Vidura's judgement and often asked for his opinion 11 on 

important matters. In due course Paqqu was declared the king, as the other two 

were unfit to be so12
• Vidura occupied a position in the court. We do not know 

of his official status in the court, as the text never mentions that. However, 

Kr~IJa Dvaipayana, the immeasurably sage brother ofDhrtar~~ra and Pa:QQu.] Mbh. 1.100.26-

27. 
11 For instance, he asked for Vidura's opinion regarding the marriage ofPal}qu with Kunti and 

Madri and of Dhrtarfugra with Gandharr. Mbh. 1.103.1-10. 
12 It is said in the Mahabhiirata that while Dhrtar~tra did not get the throne tor his blindness 

and Vi dura for being a lwraf]a, it was Pa11c!u who was declared the king. -

dltrtarli~.fras tv acak$u~.tviid riijyam na pratyapadyata 

kara!Jatviic ca vidural] pli!Jtfur iisliz maltrpatilt Mbh. 1.1 02.23. 

However there is a variation of this verse in the vulgate edition of the text, which says, while 

Dhrtara~tra did not get the throne for his blindness and Vi dura for being a piirasava, it was 

Paf)qu who became the king. -

dltrtarli~.fras tv acak~~~~.tviid riijymit na pratyapadyata 

plirasavatviit viduro riijii pli!J(Iur bhuvo Ita Mbh. V. 1.1 03.25. 

I will be discussing the same, more vividly in the section, "Identifying Vidura". 
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time and again, he has been addressed as the mantrf of king Dhrtara~tra 13
• The 

word mantrf literally means 'one who offers suggestions', or a 'minister'. He 

has also been addressed as the mantrfmukhyam, possibly meaning the chief 

PaQqu died after some years and 

the kingdom went to Dhrtara~tra. It is here that the complication in the story 

began; the sons of both PaQqu and Dhrtara~tra claimed their right over the 

throne. The Kuru court came to be divided in its loyalty though some remained 

impartial. Vidura upheld the right of the PaQqavas. Duryodhana, the son of 

Dhrtara~tra, even tried to kill his cousins by hatching a conspiracy aided by 

Dhrtara~tra. The PaQqavas were eventually saved by the help of Vidura, who 

warned Yudhi~thira of the conspiracy in a cryptic language. Finally it was 

decided to divide the kingdom between the two groups. This, however, did not 

satisfy Duryodhana, as he wanted the whole kingdom. He challenged the 

PaQqavas to a game of dice, and won over their kingdom along with their wife 

Draupadi. She was brought to the court and was insulted by the Kauravas, even 

though Vidura attempted to save her honour. The Pal}qavas were sent in exile 

of thirteen years in the forest, with the last year to be spent in hiding from the 

13 
Mbh. 2.45.41. and 2.65.13. (by Dhrtarawa himself), 3.8.3. (by Duryodhana), 5.31.11. and 

5.81.48. (by Yudhi~J}lira). 

14 Mbh. 2.51.20. (by the narrator Vaisarhpayana). 
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Kauravas. After thirteen eventful years the PaQ<;Iavas came back and demanded 

their kingdom. Duryodhana refused and this led to the war. Vidura constantly 

advised Dhrtara~tra to make peace with the Pal}qavas, but to no avail. The long 

and bloody war resulted in the victory of the Pal}qavas, but it claimed the lives 

of hundreds of lcyatriya kings, including the Kauravas. Yudhi~thira, the eldest 

of the Pal}qavas, became the king. Vidura, along with the other elders in the 

court, decided to go to forest and spend the rest of their lives there. It was in 

the forest that most of them died of a forest-fire, while Vidura committed self-

death by abandoning food and rest. 

This is the story of Mahiibhiirata 

in a nutshell. As we can see, Vidura is a key figure in the narrative and in some 

cases even influenced the course of events. He remained located in the 

Kaurava court but helped the Pal}qavas in every possible way he could have 

done. It is not surprising that Yudhi~thira addresses Vidura as his loyal ally, 

teacher, servant, friend and advisor- bhakta, guru, bhrtya, suhrt and mantd 5. 

We know that Vidura was a 

varf]asarhkara, as he was denied the throne due to this reason. However, he 

15 
In the Udyogaparvan, Dhrtara~~ra sent Samjaya to Yudhi~~hira with the request of stopping 

the war. It was when Yudhi!)thira asked Samjaya, the envoy of the Kauravas, to go back with 

his answer, he also asked him to give Vidura his regards, with these words : 

sa eva bllakta~z sa guru/} sa hhrtyalJ; sa vai pita sa ca mlitli suhrc ca 

agadlzabuddlzir viduro dfrghadarsr; sa no mantrr kusalam tat a prcclzeiJ. Mbh. 5.30.29. 
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also enjoyed a high position in the court. His precise social location is thus 

uncertain. On one hand, he is branded as a 'lowly' mixed-caste and, on the 

other, enjoyed a status in the narrative which many others would envy. To 

solve this puzzle, we will now look at his social position as depicted in the text, 

a little more closely. One way of ascertaining his status is to look at the various 

terms used by the other characters to address him. This way we can make out 

the social attitude towards the character and also judge his position in the 

narrative. 
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Addressing Vidura: 

Vidura has been addressed in a 

variety of ways in the narrative. No other character shares so much variety 

with regard to the manner in which he has been addressed 16
• He has been 

addressed according to his var!Ja status, his nature and character, his 

knowledge of dharma, his virtuousness, his location in the court and his 

relation with the royal family. The most widely used vocative word for Vidura 

is /cyatttP. He has been addressed by this term for about thirty six times by 

various characters in the first five parvans of the text. This sambodhana18 is of 

a very special nature and demands particular attention. Before that, let us group 

together the sambodhanas used for Vidura under the following heads. 

1. Sambodhanas by the positive characters in the text, such 

as Yudhi~thira, 

16 The tenn, 'address' or 'adjective' does not fully convey the meaning I have in mind. The 

Sanskrit word is sambodhana. This would refer to any word used in a vocative sense. I shall 

therefore use the Sanskrit word sambodhana, instead of 'address' or 'adjective' from now on. 
17 Buitenen has translated this word as 'steward', which does not seem to be a fitting 

translation. This term definitely denotes the varfJa status of the addressee and not his 

occupational one. We shall discuss the connotations of this term later in a separate section. 
18 sambodhana- a Sanskrit word meaning the terms used for addressing someone. In other 

words, a vocative term. 
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2. sambodhanas by the negative characters in the text, such 

as Duryodhana, 

3. sambodhanas depicting Vidura's position in the royal 

court, and 

4. sambodhanas depicting his position in the royal family. 

After we have taken stock of the 

above, we shall address the question of the varf}a of Vidura, as reflected in 

these usages. 
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Sambodltanas by the positive characters: 

By the 'positive' characters I 

mean those who, by their coherence to dharma, have been adjudged so by the 

text itself, such as Yudhi~thira, Kr~l}a, Vyasa, Bhi~ma, Drupada, Samjaya, 

Vikama, Drol}a, Parasurama, Gandhari, Pal}qu, Kunti and others like them. 

The text is somewhat ambivalent about the moral status of Dhrtara~~ra, but I 

have taken him as one of the negative characters. 

We must remember that the 

conduct of Vidura is highly praised in the text. Therefore all the other positive 

characters in the text also speak highly of Vidura and this is clearly reflected in 

the sambodhanas they use to address him. However, they have also used the 

sambodhana /cyattii for him. Out of the thirty six times that Vidura has been 

addressed as /cyattii, it has been five times by Yudhi~thira 19
, four times by 

K 20 t · b o- dh- - 21 d h b p- d ~., K · 23 d f!?l}a , w1ce y an an , an once eac y aq . u --, unt1 an 

19 See the table headed. "Sambodhanas to Vidura". 
20 Ibid. 
21 Ibid. 

22 Ibid. 
23 Ibid. 
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Samjaya24
. It shows that it was a common address for him, even though the 

term referred to his mixed-var!Ja identity. Since it was used by those who had 

been respectful to Vidura, it suggests that the term was not used in a 

derogatory sense. Apart from this, all the other sambodhanas by the positive 

characters reflect their appreciation of Vidura. Yudhi~thira called him 

mahiibuddhP5
, suhrda (twice)26

, kave27
, mahiimatP8

, iiptam~9 , bahusrutam. 

viigmina11J 30 
' kuruniil'IJ medhiivina11J 31 

' sllavantam 32 
' dirghadarS'f 33 

' 

agiidhabuddhi 34 
, bhakta 35 

, guru 36 
, bhrtya 37 

, mantr'f 38 
, kuruniil'IJ 

mantradhiirina11J (twice)39 and mahiiprajna40
• Kr~qa called him dh'fmata/:141

, 

24 Ibid 
25 Mbh. 1.134.16. 
26 Mbh. 1.135.7. and 5.30.29. 
27 Mbh. 2.52.15. 
28 Mbh. 4.4.45. 
29 Mbh. 5.26.11. 
30 Mbh. 5.26.12. 
31 Ibid 
32 Ibid 
33 Mbh. 5.30.29. 
34 Ibid. 
35 Ibid 
36 Ibid 
37 Ibid 
38 Ibid 
39 Mbh. 5.31.11 and 5.81.48. 
40 Mbh. Mbh. 5.81.48. 
41 Mbh. 5.71.11. 
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h - 4' -. h- 43 d h 44 V - II d h. , - - 45 ma amate -, vya}a ara an satyasan.zgra a . yasa ca e tm srzman , 

dharmatma 46
, sarvabuddhimalti11J varal{ 47 and prajfia48

• Bhl~ma called him 

dhfmalti11J vara 49 and dhlmatal{ 50
. Gandharl called him mahtimati 51 and 

dfrghadadz52
• Drupada calls him mahaprajfia53 and vibho54

, Sa.rhjaya called 

him manada 55 
• Vikama called him mahamatil{ 56 

. Drol}a called him 

mahtitmana57 and Parasurama called him as mahtimati}J58
• 

Thus, most of the positive 

characters have used a variety of respectful addresses for him. Only Kunti and 

Pal}qu have addressed Vidura as lcyatta alone. One would have expected more 

sympathetic sambodhanas from a brother. We shall see that Dhrtara~tra, the 

42 Mbh. 5.122.14. 
43 Mbh. 5.146.17. 
44 Ibid. 
45 Mbh. 1.100.26. (during Vidura's birth). 
46 Ibid. 
47 Ibid. 
48 Mbh. 3.9.6. 
49 Mbh. 1.103.7. 
50 Mbh. 5.123.7. 
51 Mbh. 2.66.29. 
52 Mbh. 5.146.30. 
53 Mbh. 1.199.1. 
54 Ibid. 
55 Mbh. 3.7.16. 
56 Mbh. 2.61.13. 
57 Mbh. 5.146.11. 
58 Mbh. 5.81.70. 
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other brother of Vidura, have used the maximum number of sambodhanas for 

him, which we discuss now. 
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Sambodlzanas bv the negative characters: 

Among the negative characters 

addressing Vidura, there is not much of a choice or variety. Most of the 

negative characters, such as Karl}a, Dul}sasana and Sakuni, never directly 

addressed him. They always took his name whenever they had to refer to 

Vidura. However, Duryodhana does use sambodhanas for Vidura, though the 

terms employed by him are small and formal. Dhrtar~!ra, on the other hand, 

has used the maximum variety of terms to address Vi dura. Out of the thirty six 

times that Vidura has been addressed as kJattii, it has been fourteen times by 

Dhrtara~tra and seven times by Duryodhana. Apart from calling Vidura kJattii, 

Duryodhana uses only another sambodhana for him, namely mantrf 59 
• 

Dul}sasana, the brother of Duryodhana, referred to Sakuni as their miitula60
, a 

sambodhana that emphasises kinship bond, but Vidura was never described by 

the Kaurava brothers as their uncle. This demonstrates the immensely strained 

relation between Vidura and the Kauravas. 

Dhrtara~tra often engaged in long 

conversation with Vidura, using a variety of sambodhanas. Apart from calling 

59 Mbh. 3.8.3. 
60 Mbh. 3.8.11. 
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him /qattii, Dhrtara~tra addressed Vidura as dharmavatsala 61
, bhiirata 62

, 

mahiidyute 63 
, mantrf mahiipriijnaf! 64

, medhiivf 65 , kuriil]iim pravaro 66
, 

h -~ h67 d'T.- - 68 k -69 h- ·- 70 -ks -d d'1. ma a mana. , r~zman , uravo ..... mantn , ma apra;no , sa . a r~arma 

. - h 71 h 72 d''· ·- bh -t- 73 b d'--11." - 74 zvapara. , su rt , r~arma;na11J mama ra a , parama u uniman , 

-·- 75 d''· ·- 76 h 77 h- -·- 78 ,ft h d ·-19 . pra;na , narma;na , anag a , ma apra;na , uzrg a arsz , asmm 

riijar$iva11Jse hi tvam ekal; priijnasa11Jmataf! 80
, tiita (twice) 81

, prasiidhi 82
, 

61 Mbh. l.I24.7. 
62 Mbh. 1.198.4. 
63 Mbh. l.I 98.6. 
64 Mbh. 2.45.41. 
65 Mbh. 2.46.11. 
66 Ibid 
67 Mbh. 2.51.5. 
68 Mbh. 2.65.13. 
69 Ibid 
70 Mbh. 2.72.27. 
71 Mbh. 3.7.4-10. 
72 Ibid 
73 Ibid 
74 Ibid 
75 Ibid 
76 Mbh. 3.7.18. 
77 Ibid 
78 Mbh. 5.33.5. 
79 Ibid 
80 Mbh. 5.33.15. 
81 Mbh. 5.34.1-2 and 5.127.2. 
82 Ibid 
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- . 83 h -b ddh 84 h - 85 86 d dh . - 87 A mam~ztam , ma a u e , ma amate , saumya an armaJna . mong 

these there are terms that emphasise the virtuousness of Vidura88
, that proclaim 

Vidura as the minister- or maybe the chief minister- of the Kuru court89 and, 

most importantly, that proclaim family ties of Vidura with the royal household, 

with the king himself calling him as his own brother and proclaiming him as 

one of the best of their lineage90
• The virtuousness of Vidura is of course 

beyond doubt. He was also unquestionably a member of the royal court. The 

important point is that at least some Kaura vas counted Vi dura as a member of 

their own family. Thus, even the negative characters were not wholly 

disrespectful towards him, and this includes even Duryodhana. 

83 Mbh. 5.34.3. 
84 Mbh. 5.35.1. 
85 Mbh. 5.36.48. 
86 Mbh. 5.40.28. 
87 Mbh. 5.84.5. 
88 sa/qad dharma ivaparah. Mbh. 3.7.4-10. 
89 kuravo ..... mantrf. Mbh. 2.65.13. 

mantri mahaprajnah. Mbh. 2.45 .41. 
90 

asmin rajar$ivamse hi tvam ekaf:z prajnasammatah. Mbh. 5.33.15. 

kuriitJam pravaro. Mbh. 2.46.11. 

bharata. Mbh. 1.198.4. 

dharmajnam mama bhrata. Mbh. 3.7.4-10. 
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Sambodhanas depicting Vidura's position in the royal court: 

Vidura could never be a king due 

to his van}asamkara status, but he did enjoy a place in the royal court by 

occupying the position of the (chief?) minister of the Kuru court. This fact is 

clear by the constant presence of Vidura in the court, his involvement with the 

courtly affairs and, most importantly, by the various sambodhanas depicting 

him as the minister of the Kuru state. 

There are five references to 

sambodhanas which suggest Vidura's membership of the royal court. These 

have been made twice each by Dhrtara~tra and Yudhi~thira, and once by 

Duryodhana. Dhrtara~tra called him mantrJ mahfiprfijfiah 91 and 

kuravo ..... mantrf2
• Yudhi~thira twice called him kuriinfin} mantradhtirinam93

. 

Duryodhana called him once mantrJ94
• It seems that Vidura was indeed a 

minister in the court. However, the term mantrJ can also mean 'one who gives 

suggestions' or 'a friend', and not necessarily 'minister' in the sense in which 

we understand the term today. Especially, the term mantradharinam indicates 

91 Mbh. 2.45.41. 
92 Mbh. 2.65.13. 
93 Mbh. 5.31.11. and 5.81.48. 
94 Mbh. 3.8.3. 
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Coming to the most important 

question of our study, viz., the var!Ja identity of the child, the text is 

surprisingly quiet. Barring the incident of the birth of Yadu and Turvasu, 

nowhere in the text can be seen any attempt to justify and explain the var!Ja of 

the child. However, at times it seems that the child carries the var!Ja of the step 

- father, which is shown in examples such as, Pramadvara, Satyavatl and 

Sakuntala. On the other hand, we also come across the examples of Krpa and 

Krpi who retained the varf}a of their biological father. One cannot even say 

that the superior varf}a was chosen following the case of Satyavatf where she 

was given her step-father's varf}a siidra, while her biological father's var!Ja 

was /cyatriya. The most appropriate concluding statement would be that the text 

did not care to establish the varf}a of these offsprings. What it does suggest is 

that varf}a transgressions in marriage and outside of the marital relationship 

was common and, while it solved the problem of issues, created different sets 

of problems. These must be looked into more closely for a more complete 

picture. 

----------){----------
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Sambodhanas depicting his position in the royal family: 

We know for a fact that neither 

Vidura's mother nor his father belonged to the royal family. His father was the 

seer Vyasa, who never claimed any kin relationship with the royal family, and 

his mother was a siidrii diisl. Thus, formally, Vi dura was not a member of the 

royal family. In this section we will look at the sambodhanas which proclaim 

Vidura's royal status and his membership of the lineage of the Kurus. 

At least two characters of the text 

use such sambodhanas which proclaim Vidura as a member of the royal family 

of the Kurus. They are Dhrtara~tra and Yudhi~thira. Amongst them Dhrtara~tra, 

being the most vociferous, pronounces four of these. Yudhi~thira, on the other 

hand, utters only one such sambodhana. The ones used by Dhrtara~tra are as 

follows, - bhiirata97
, kuriif]iim pravaro98

, dharmajfiarJJ mama bhriitii99 and 

asmin riijar.$ivan.zse hi tvam ekal; priijfiasartJmatah100
• Yudhi~thira once called 

Vidura kuriiniirJJ medhiivlniim101
• Apart from the above sambodhanas, we also 

97 Mbh. 1.198.4. 
98 Mbh. 2.46.11. 
99 Mbh. 3.7.4-10. 
100 Mbh. 5.33.15. 
101 Mbh. 5.26.12. 
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find the narrator Vaisampayana referring to Vidura with terms that suggest his 

ties with the royal family. Vaisampayana calls him kurunandana/] 102 on one 

occasion, which means - scion of the Kurus. There is, however, one more 

example which invalidates the assumption that Vidura was considered 

somewhat lowly at the Kuru court. This occurs when Duryodhana, after 

completing his vai$1Java yajiia, touches the feet of Dhrta~tra (his father), 

Gandhatf (his mother), Bhi~ma (his grandfather), Drol}a & Krpa (his teachers) 

and Vidura (his uncle)103
• It is indeed intriguing that Duryodhana, who had 

such a strained relationship with Vidura, would show respect to him in a 

manner that will formally put him at par with Duryodhana' s parents and 

teachers. Moreover, this he did just after the performance of a yajiia, when 

only the elders of the family would be offered respect and not a low-born 

mixed-caste employee of the Kuru state. From the above incident it seems that 

though Duryodhana was not in best of terms with Vidura, the family ties of 

Vidura as a member of the Kuru lineage was never questioned by anyone, not 

even by Duryodhana. This significant fact leads us to our discussion of the 

var!Ja of Vi dura. 

102 Mbh. 1.1 06.14. 

103 abhivtidya tatalJ ptidau miltlipitror vistirh pate 

bhr~madro!Jakrpli~llim ca vidurasya ca dhrmatah 

[He (Duryodhana) saluted the feet of his father and mother, lord of your people, and the feet of 

Bhisma, Dror~m, Krpa and the sagacious Vidura.] Mbh. 3.243.7. 
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Identifying Vidura (and his exact varna): 

Though Vi dura has been 

mentioned clearly as a var!Jasamkara in the text of the Mahiibhiirata, there is a 

fair degree of controversy regarding the exact varl]a identity of Vidura. While 

discussing the varl]a status of Vidura, the text mentions three distinct 

possibilities. Vidura has been described as kara!Ja, /cyattii and piirasava in the 

text, all indicating varl]a status. However, it is obvious that the narrative could 

not have recognised three separate varl]a identities for Vidura. This ambiguity 

can be attributed to the incorporative character of the text which has undergone 

large-scale redactions over a long period of time. However, the varl]a identity 

of Vidura must be confined within the spectrum of these possibilities. 

Therefore, let us take a look at the different contexts in which these three terms 

have been attributed to Vidura. 

The term karaJJa directly occurs 

in the context of naming the var!Ja of Vidura. In the iidiparvan of the 

Mahiibhiirata the narrator Vaisanwayana discusses the reasons due to which 

neither Dhrtara~tra nor Vidura succeeded to the throne. The narrator says: 

dhrtaril$fras tv acak$U$/Viid riijyam na pratyapadyata 
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karm,tatviic ca viduraiJ pt11Jlfur iisfn maltrpatiiJ 
104 

[While Dhrtara~rra did not get the throne for his blindness and Vidura for being 

a kara!Ja, it was Panqu who got the kingdom.] 

The term kara!Ja suggests the 

var!Jasaritkara identity of a child who has a vaisya father and a sudra mother. 

This was definitely not the parental var!Ja combination of Vidura. We know 

that var!Jasaritkara terms often suggest different parental combinations in 

different Iaw-codes105
. However, we find no difference of opinion among the 

law-codes regarding the parental combination of kara!Ja. At least two law 

texts106 refer to this term kara!Ja and both describe it as the result of a parental 

combination of a vai.fya father and sudra mother. This does not justifY the 

attribution of this term to Vidura. Almost all law-texts describe the var!Ja 

status of a child, who has the parental combination of Vi dura- i.e. a briihma!Ja 

father and a sudra mother, as being either a piirasava107 or a ni.yiida108
. The 

Miinava dharma-siistra saw no contradictions in using the two var!Ja terms for 

104 Mbh. 1.102.23. 

105 See Chapter 1. The Theory of var~asarhkara in the dharma-si"llras & slistras. 

106 The law-texts ofGautama dharma-siltra and Ylijfiyavalkya smrti. 
107 The Gautama dharma-siltra, the Nlirada smrti and the Mlinava dharma-slistra refers to the 

son of a brlihma~a father and a sildra mother as being a plirasava. 
108 Law-texts attributing the nislida identity to a child of a brlihma~a father and a sildra mother, 

are the Baudhliyana dharma-siltra, the Vasis.tha dharma-szltra, the Yliji1yavalkya smrti, the 

Vis~u dharma-siltra and the Miinava dharma siistra. 
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the same parental combination. At the same time, no legal text attributes the 

varl]a of karal]a to the kind of parental varl]a combination of Vidura. The 

passage quoted above, that describes Vidura's varl]a as karal]a is taken from 

the critical edition of the Mahabharata. However, apart from the critical 

edition, there are several other variants of the text of the Mahabharata, and we 

do find variations (which seem to be just and appropriate) to the above passage 

in the other109 editions of the text. For example, 

dlzrtara~tras tv acak~u~fvad rajyath na pratyapadyata 

parllSavatvat viduro raja pa1Jljur bhuvo ha 110 

[While Dhrtara~tra did not get the throne for his blindness and Vidura for being 

a piirasava, it was Paqqu who became the king.] This passage clearly states 

Vidura's varlJa as parasava and not karal]a, thereby contradicting the 

comparable passage in the critical edition. The variation has not gone 

unnoticed. NilakaQtha, the most celebrated commentator of the Mahiibhiirata, 

noticed this departure (karal]a, instead of piirasava) in some of the 

manuscripts. In his Bhiiratabhiivadipa (commentary on the Mahiibhiirata), he 

109 
I have used the Calcutta edition as the non-critical edition of the text. I shall further refer to 

this text as Mbh. (Calcutta). 
110 Mbh. (Calcutta). 1.1 03.25. 
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proclaimed the application of the term karal}a in this case is a misreading111 

and that the correct reading should be piirasava. 

According to the law-codes and 

other prescriptive texts, marriage can take place only between members of the 

same varl}a status. Following this theory, it can be said that if Vidura was 

either a karal}a or a piirasava, he must have been married to either a karal}a or 

a piirasava girl. According to the critical edition, which described Vidura as a 

karal}a, he was married to a piirasavi daughter of the king Devaka: 

atlta piirasavTth kal]yiith devakasya mahfpateiJ 

rupayauvanasathpanniith sa susriiviipagiisutal} 

tatas tu varayitvii tam iiniiyya puru$ar$abhal} 

viviiltath kiirayiim lisa vidurasya mahiimate/} 112 

[King Devaka had a piirasavi daughter of perfect beauty and youth. He 

(Bhi~ma) sued for her, had her brought, and married her to the wise Vidura]. 

It is baffling why the editors of 

the critical edition chose the verse contai!.ing the term karal}a instead of the 

one that mentions piirasava. A few important points emerge from the above 

verses. These are: 

111 He says- karaiJafl•ticc ety apapli,thalJ- literally meaning "the term karm_wtviicca is a 

misreading". 
112 Mbh. 1.106.12-13 
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1 Th - ' 113 ti V'd fit 'th th . e var1Ja parasava or 1 ura 1 s m WI e 

definition ofthe law-codes114
; 

2. the commentator Nilakal'}tha, whom the editors of the 

critical edition acknowledge, insists on the application of the 

term piirasava in place of karaf]a; and, 

3. that Vidura was married to a piirasavf girl of royal 

origin, which emphasises 'equity of varf]a' as an essential 

prerequisite of marriage. 

Thus, it seems that the term karaf]a was indeed a misreading, as suggested by 

Nilakal'}tha, the commentator. 

The next term, /cyattii, is the one 

by which Vidura has most often been addressed. Other similar varf]asamkaras 

in the text115 have not been addressed by this term. Thus one is led to believe 

that the term refers to Vidura's personal varf]asamkara identity. However, we 

seen that Vidura was not a /cyattii but a piirasava by varf]a. The term lcyattii 

113 The child of a briihma!Ja father and a sildra mother. 
114 The Gautama dharma-siltra, the Niirada smrti and the Miinava dharma-s[Jstra, all speaks 

of the child of a brahma!JO father and a sildra mother as being a paras avo and we can see that 

this particular parental combination fits in quite well with the parental combination enjoyed by 

Vi dura. 

115 For example, the character Yuyutsu was a var!Jasatilkara with a diisf as his mother and 

Dhrtara~~raas his father. Though he had the same maternal identity as that ofVidura, he was 

never called /cyattii. 
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cannot be considered as an interpolation either, as it has been included in both 

the critical and the non-critical editions of the Mahiibhiirata by the respective 

editors. Therefore, the term deserves a closer look. 

In the Sanskrit-English 

Dictionary of Monier Wiliams, the primary meaning of this term has been 

given as "one who cuts or carves or distributes anything". Amongst the other 

meanings of the term there are, "the son of a female slave" 116
, "an attendant", 

"a door-keeper", "a charioteer" or "a coachman". The primary meaning does 

not apply here, for Vidura was neither a carpenter nor was the term /cyattii 

denotes an occupational status here. The term definitely refers to the vama 

status of Vi dura. 

Buitenen translated this term as 

'steward' in his translation of the critical edition of the Mahiibhiirata. The 

word 'steward' normally refers to a person whose position is just above the 

slaves and below the family members. Calling Vidura a 'steward' would 

therefore be inappropriate. It seems that Buitenen took the meaning of the term 

/cyattii as 'an attendant', as given in the Monier Williams dictionary. It is true 

116 This meaning of the term seems to have been given in the dictionary as an afterthought and 

to accommodate this term's relation with Vidura. We find no etymological detail in the 

dictionary regarding this particular meaning- 'the son of a female slave'. The dictionary 

mentions the same meaning and then adds "(hence) N. ofVidura (as the son of the celebrated 

Vyasa by a female slave) MBh. i, 7381 ; iii, 246 BhP. iii, I, 1-3". Sanskrit-English Dictionary, 

by Monier Wiliams, Pg. 326. 
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that Vidura often serves as 'an attendant' to Dhrtara~~ra, but that can never 

suggest his position as 'an attendant' in the royal family. The servings of 

Vidura to Dhrtara~~ra were not a sign of Vidura's low position in the family, 

but were a sign of him showing respect to his elder brother. We can see 

throughout the whole text that Nakula and Sahadeva were playing the same 

role to their elder brother Yudhi~~hira, among the PaQ<;lavas; and Nakula and 

Sahadeva were no 'steward'. Thus we can see that the term /cyattii can not be 

translated as 'steward' in Vidura's context here. 

When we look at the usage of this 

term in the text, we can never be sure if the term was used in a derogatory 

sense. Both Duryodhana and Yudhi~thira used this term to refer to Vidura. 

Apart from the above two examples we also see that persons whose socio

political status were definitely lower than that of Vidura, used to address him 

with the term /cyalta, such as by the doorkeeper117 of Dhrtara~tra. 

It seems therefore that the term 

came to be identified with Vidura and referred only to him. The reason for this 

is unknown. However, it is likely that the term, though it denotes a specific 

varl]asaritkara identity, was taken to represent the mixed-caste identity of 

Vidura and was preferred to his var!Ja- piirasava. 

117 Mbh. 5.33.6. 
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Conclusion: 

Thus we can see that the character 

of Vidura in the text of the Mahiibhiirata reveals not so much about a 

varl}asarizkara character but about a character who was revered by all. The 

varl}asarizkara identity of Vidura never comes up along the storyline, except 

only once, when he was denied the throne. Apart from that one off incident, 

Vidura was seen as revered by all kind of characters in the narrative; be it a 

dharma-abiding character or otherwise. That he was included in the family of 

the Kurus is clear by several statements made to him or about him by different 

characters, as well as by the narrator. That he was respected by all 

notwithstanding his vama status gets clear when Duryodhana touches his feet 

after completion of a yajiia118
• 

The text never suggests any kind 

of ill-treatment meted out by Vidura following his varl}asarizkara identity. 

Nowhere in the text can we find anything done to or by Vidura which connects 

his varl}asarizkara identity to the law-codes. In other words, Vidura never faces 

anything from the society, which should have been faced by him following the 

118 See footnote no. I 03 of this chapter. 
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law-codes' dictums, being a varl}asarhkara character in the text. He enjoyed a 

post in the royal court, was considered a member of the royal kin-group and 

was revered by one and all; none denotes him as a varl}asarhkara. 

What it definitely suggests IS 

uncertainty regarding the precise var!Ja identity of the mixed-castes, and this 

was true even of a character who was recognised as a member of the royal 

household and an office-holder of the royal court. It is difficult to decide 

whether Vidura was an atypical example, or this fluidity of varl}a status was 

the norm for all varl}asarhkaras. 

----------)(----------
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1. Sambodhanas to Vidura. 
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Sambodhanas to Vidura: 

Adiparva 

No. Addressed As: Addressed Bv: Verse/s: Orioinal Text: 

Illustrious Man Child, ayaff} ca te subhe garbhal} 

l. Mindful of Dharma, Vyasa 1.100.26 
srTmlin udaram ligatal! 

dharmlitmli blravitllloke 
Most Sagacious Man. sarvalmddllimatnm varalr 

2. Immeasurably Sage. Vaisampayana 1.100.28 mahlltmanal! 

3. Most Sagacious. Bhi$ma 1.103.7 dhTmatliff} vara 

4. Scion of the Kurus. Vaisampayana 1.106.14 kurunandana/1 

5. Vidura the Steward. Pandu 1.110.23 k$altli 

6. -Do- Vaisampayana 1.117.13 k~attli 

7. 
Steward, 

Dhrtarastra 1.124.7 k~attll, 

Law-Loving. dharmavatsala 
·-

8. Steward. -Do- 1.125.15 k$atta 

9. -Do- Kunti 1.133.26 k$atlil 

10. Wise. Yudhi$thira 1.134.16 mahllbuddlliiJ 

11. Sage. -Do- 1.135.7 sullrdc11~1 

12. Steward. -Do- 1.135.15 k~attll 

13. -Do- Dhrtarastra 1.192.23 k$atlil 

14. -Do- -Do- 1.198.4 k~atUl 

15. Bharata. -Do- -Do- blrnratcr 
- -

16. Illustrious. -Do- 1.198.6 nurllndyute 

17. 
Sagacious, 

Drupada 1.199.1 
mahllprajtiil, 

My Lord. vi biro 
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Sabhiiparva 

No. Addressed As: Addressed Bv: Verse/s: Ori!!inal Text: 

18. 
Wise Councillor, 

Dhrtarastra 2.45.41 mantrr malu1prt1jtia~z, 

Steward. k!jtlllt1 

19. Steward. Duryodhana 2.45.43 k!jallt1 

20. -Do- Dhrtaras~ra 2.45.53 k!falla 

21. Great Sage, 
-Do- 2.46.11 medlu/vT, 

First Sage ofthe Kurus. kurllt.zii11.1 prm•tuo 

22. Great Spirited. -Do- 2.51.5 malzt7lmalwl.z 

23. First Councillor. Vaisampayana 2.51.20 mantrimukhyam 

24. Steward. Dhrtaras~ra 2.51.25 k!jallt1 

25. -Do- Y udhi~~hira 2.52.5 k!fatla 

26. -Do- -Do- 2.52.10 k!fatla 

27. Sage. -Do- 2.52.15 kave 

28. Steward. Duryodhana 2.57.3 k!jallt7 

29. -Do- -Do- 2.57.4 k!fatla 

30. -Do- -Do- 2.57.7 k!jatlii 

31. -Do- -Do- 2.57.12 k!jatlii 
·--

32. -Do- -Do- 2.59.1 k!falli'i 
-

33. -Do- -Do- 2.60.1 k!fatla 

34. Sagacious Vikarl).a 2.61.13 malu7matil.z 

35. 
Sagacious, 

Dhrtara~tra 2.65.13 
dlzfman, 

·Councillor of Kurus. lw ravo ... 11/lllllrf 

36. Wise Steward. Gandhari 2.66.29 k!jattii malu1mati 

37. Steward. Dhrtara~~ra 2.71.2 k!falla 

38. -Do- -Do- 2.71.46 k!falta 

39. Sagacious. -Do- 2.72.27 mahaprajtio 

40. Steward. -Do- 2.72.36 k!fatta 
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Ara!Jyakaparva 

No. Addressed As: Addressed Bv: Verse/s: Orh!inal Text: 
41. Steward. Yudhi~~hira 3.6.7 k!jaltil 

42. AjamTqha. Vaisampayana 3.6.10 ilj a ml(IIW 

God of Law Incarnate, silk!jlld dharma iviipara~l, 
Friend, sultrt, 

43. Law-Wise Brother, Dhrtara~~ra 3.7.4-10 dlwrmaj1ian,t mama hhriitii, 

Sagacious Man, pa ram a hu dd It i 11U711, 

Sage. . praj1ia 

44. 
Steward, 

Samjaya 3.7.15-16 
k!jattl1, 

Who Brings Honour. miinada 

45. 
Wise in the Law, 

Dhrtara~~ra 3.7.18 
dltarmaj1ia, 

Sans Blame. a11agha 

46. Councillor. Duryodhana 1 3.8.3 mantrl 

47. Wise. Vyasa 3.9.6 prtij1ia 

48. Sagacious. -Do- 3.10.20 mahilprajiial! 
--

49. Steward. Dhrtara~~ra 3.12.1 k!jaltll 

50. -Do- Yudhi~~hira 3.30.45 k!jaltti 

51. -Do- Dhrt:ara~~ra 3.48.41 k!faltil 

52. -Do- -Do- 3.242.20 k!jatta 

53. Portion of Me. Dharma (The God) 3.298.21 mamilltJSabltiik 

1 In the same section. Dul)sGsana (brother or Duryodhana) addresses Sakuni as uncle- miitula. (3.8.11) 
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Virfi.taparva 

Addressed As: Verse/s: Orioinal Text: 
Sagacious Yudhi~thira 4.4.45 malu1mati 
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Udyogaparva 

No. Addressed As: Addressed Bv: Verse/s: Original Text: 
55. Most Trustworthy. Yudhi~thira 5.26.11 aptama 

Learned and Eloquent, bahusrutan.r vngmi1uu~t, 
56. Wisest of Kurus, -Do- 5.26.12 kurum7n.t medlu7vinan.t, 

Virtuous. sTlavantam 

57. Steward. Kr~Qa 5.29.34 k[jatlfl 

58. 
Farsighted, 

Yudhisthira2 5.30.29 
dTrghadarU, 

Plumbless of Spirit. agndltabu tit/It i 

59. Councillor of Kurus. -Do- 5.31.11 kurOt.ttifiJ mantradhariqam 

60. Sage. Messenger of Dhrtarastra 5.33.2 mahaprflj1ia 

61. 
Sagacious, 

Dhrtara~tra 5.33.5 
mahaprajiia, 

Farsighted. dTrghadarsT 

62. Steward. Doorkeeper of Dhrtara~tra 5.33.6 k[jatta 

63. 
"Only One Deemed Wise in This 

Dhrtara~tra 5.33.15 asmin rajar#va11JSe hi tvam ekaiJ 

Lineag_e of Royal Seers". prajiiasat1JmataiJ 

64. 
My Friend, 

-Do- 5.34.1-2 
tata, 

Noble of Heart. prastidhi 

65. Sage. -Do- 5.34.3 manT[jita~t 

66. -Do- -Do- 5.35.1 mahabuddhe 

67. -Do- -Do- 5.36.48 malu7mate 

68. Friend. -Do- 5.40.28 saumya 

69. Sagacious. Sall}jaya 5.47.1 03 dhTma11 
--

70. -Do-- KrstJa 5.71.11 t1 It rma tal! 

71. 
Sagacious, 

Yudhi~thira 5.81.48 
vidurai1J ca mahaprajiia~t kurt71.ra~t 

Chief Co unci II or of Kurus. mantradhariqam 

72. Sagacious. Parasurama 5.81.70 mahamatiiJ 

73. 
Steward, 

Dhrtara~tra 5.84.1/5 kfiatla, 

Law-Wise. dharmaj1ia 

2 In the same section, Yudhi~Jhira also addresses Vi dura as his loyal ally, teacher, servant, friend and advisor- bhakta, guru, bhrtya, suhrt and mantrf. (5.30.2g) 
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No. Addressed As: Addressed Bv: Verse/s: Orioinal Text: 
74. Steward. Kr~lJ.a 5.89.32 k$altti 

75. -Do- -Do- 5.91.4 k$altti 

76. -Do- -Do- 5.91.8 k$altti 

77. Sagacious. -Do- 5.122.14 malrtimate 

78. -Do- Bhi~ma 5.123.7 dhTmataiJ 

79. My Friend. Dhrtara~~ra 5.127.2 Uita 

80. Great Spirited. Drol)aj 5.146.11 malu1tmanti 
--

81. 
True Spoken, 

Kr~IJa 5.146.17 
vytijalu7ra, 

Law-Wise. .Wl(l'li.W/1~/~ll Till! 

82. Farsighted. Gandhari 5.146.30 dTrgluularST 

83. Steward. -Do- 5.146.31 k$llltti 

1 In this section rJrOI)a discusses the happenings during the exile ofPal)c.)u. I-lcrc he says that the kingdom was left hy Plit)QU to Dhrtarawa and Yidura. and duties 
were divided between them and 13hT~ma as well. Vi dura looked alter the generation of revenue, gifts, supervision of the servants and the upkeep or all. BhT::;ma 
was in charge of war and p..:ace and looked after the king. Dhrtar~tra, on the other hand, sat on the Lion throne-
05146008a visrjya dlrrtarti$,1rtiya rajya11J sa vidurtiya ca 
05146008c cactira p[lhivTIIJ ptif!rful] sarvtii1J parapurai1Jjayal] 
05146009a kosasm1Jjanane dane blqtyiintin,t ctinvavek$al,te 
05146009c b/wrm.1e caiva sarvasya vidura/1 satyasat~lgaraiJ 
0514601 Oa san,ldhivigralrasat~lyukto rt1jliaiJ san,1w1hanakriyti~l 
0514601 Oc avaik$ala mahtitejti bfiT$maiJ parapurai1Jjaya!J 
05146011 a sil1}htisanastlzo nrpatir dlrrtarti$,tro malttibala~l 
05146011 c anvtisyanu7na~' satala11J vidure!Ja mahatmana 
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Conclusion 

In this dissertation we have tried 

to focus on the theoretical as well as on the practical aspects of the concept of 

van:wsarhkara. We have seen that the theoreti~al side of the topic presents a 

well-knit picture, through the law-codes which we chose for the study of the 

prescriptive guidelines of the concept of varlJasarhkara. However, we have 

also noticed certain contradictions among the law-codes while dealing with the 

subject, although they are absolutely unanimous regarding the purity of varlJa 

and marriage nonns. 

When we looked at the popular 

literature, such as the Mahabharata, we noticed that the social situation was 

not as rigid as the law-codes would have us believe. Both the chapters on the 

birth-myths and on the varlJasarhkara character of Vi dura reveal that the varfJa 

regulations were not very rigorously followed. This mismatch of information 

in the two categories of sources, points to an ambiguity in the social structure, 

which demands more intensive study. 

In the first chapter we looked at 

the theoretical aspect of the question of varlJasarhkara. Here we noticed that 

though the law-codes occasionally presented contradictory 'iews, they were 



Conclusion. 

all equally vociferous in condemning it as an undesirable entity. It seems that 

they were saying, 'we do not want it to happen, but if it has to happen, it 

should happen this way'. We also observe that with the passage of time, the 

law-codes became more and more concerned with this question and started to 

look at it more purposefully. This is clear from the manner in which they name 

the van:wsarhkaras, which gradually shifts from the regional to occupational 

names. The later law-codes are full of vanJasarhkara categories in the 

secondary list, with almost no change in the primary one. They fill up the slots, 

where the parents are already vamasarhkaras, by following the primary list. 

This suggests that in reality the vanJasarhkaras were not coming out of 

different vanJa compositions but were added from outside into the 

brahmanical arena. Thus their theoretical origin became more and more hazy 

in the accounts of the law-codes. 

Our second chapter also proves 

the point that the purity of var!Ja was not such an important a factor while 

procuring of child. as it was claimed to be in the law-codes. The iidiparvan of 

the Mahiibhiirata remains quiet about the ambiguity of var~w status of the 

child born of parents belonging to different var~1as. The children seemed to 

automatically inherit the var!Ja of the father. Only once the issue of var!Ja 
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ambiguity of such a child was raised by the groom 1, which was promptly 

pushed aside by Sukracarya, the father of the bride and a great seer. The fact 

that there is only a single instance of a discussion on the norms of 

varfJasarhkara in the iidiparvan, leads us to believe that the transgressions of 

var!Ja norms was not such an unusual occurrence in the contemporary society. 

In the third chapter we looked at a 

specific varfJasarhkara character to see if he was subjected to any kind of 

special treatment for his mixed-caste identity. We selected Vidura as a case 

study and analysed his relation with the other characters in the narrative. For 

this we specially looked at the different kind of sambodhanas used for him. 

We did not come across any trace of maltreatment for his being a 

var!Jasarhkara. We saw that the nature of relationship that Vidura shared with 

the rest of the characters in the Mahiibhiirata was determined by 

circumstances rather than the var!Ja status of Vidura. He received his due 

respect from all, including the non-virtuous Duryodhana, with whom he 

otherwise shared a strained relationship. 

Thus it seems that var!Jasarhkara 

was a social reality and members of the mixed-castes were neither rare nor 

shunned, not so much an integral part of the brahmanical social forum, as it 

I See the footnotes 25 to 28 in the znd Chapter, and the relevant pages. 
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has been made out to be in the prescriptive texts. The exact position of 

van:wsarhkara in brahmanical society is not clear, but it can be said with a fair 

degree of certainty that the van:zasarhkaras like the nisadas and the ca~:zqtilas 

definitely did not owe their origin to the mixture of var~:zas but to the inclusive 

character of the brahmanical society. 

----------)(----------
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